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The Oldsmobile also known as the is a muscle car produced by Oldsmobile between the and
model years. The name was revived in the s on the rear-wheel drive Cutlass Supreme and early
s as an option package for the new front-wheel drive Cutlass Calais. The "" name pronounced
"Four-four-two" derives from the original car's four-barrel carburetor , four-speed manual
transmission , and dual exhausts [1] [2] [3] Some maintain that the '2' indicated a limited-slip
differential. It was originally written "" with badging showing hyphens between the numerals ,
[1] and remained hyphenated throughout Oldsmobile's use of the designation. Beginning in ,
the s standard transmission was a 3 speed manual along with optional 2 speed automatic and 4
speed manual, but were still badged as ""s. By badging was shortened to simply "", but
Oldsmobile brochures and internal documents continued to use the "" model designation. The
was born out of competition between Pontiac and Oldsmobile divisions of GM. The high
performance GTO version of the Pontiac LeMans intermediate had proved an unexpected
success midway through the model year. Oldsmobile's hasty response was to beef up their own
popular Cutlass , a task given to a team led by performance enthusiast and Olds engineer John
Beltz later responsible for the distinctive and powerful Toronado , aided by Dale Smith and
division Chief Engineer Bob Dorshimer. Contrasted with the Tempest LeMans GTO with its
cubic inch V-8 introduced in September, [6] as an option package , the Oldsmobile offering was
a conservative package. Also included was a stiffened frame, adjustable pinion angle by way of
added holes in the frame mounts for the rear upper control arms, Muncie four-speed manual
transmission , a heavy duty drive shaft connected to a 3. There is documentation available
showing that the was built in both Lansing and Fremont. The package was dubbed based on its
combination of four-barrel carburetor, four-speed manual transmission , and dual exhausts.
Motor Trend tested an early 64 with a rear axle standard ratio was 3. A total of 2, were sold. The
definition of "" was then restated as referring to cubic inches, a 4 barrel carburetor a cfm
Rochester 4-Jet , [5] 2 exhausts. The standard transmission became a three-speed manual with
column shifter, with a floor shifter four-speed and Oldsmobile's two-speed Jetaway automatic
transmission optional. A heavy duty three-speed with Hurst floor shifter was introduced as a
mid year option. Other touches added to the '65 were chrome body side scoops adorned with
badging, chambered dual exhaust pipes, chrome single snout air cleaner, and badging on the
dash. It also offered standard bucket seats when optioned on the Cutlass [5] and a 6, rpm
tachometer , mounted in the optional console, more as decoration than for usefulness. Modern
Rod tested a F85 with the four-speed manual, slicks, and headers and obtained a quarter mile
acceleration of The shared a modest facelift with other Cutlasses. The W30 engine added an
outside-air induction system admitting cool air to the carburetors via tubing from the front grill
and a hotter cam, rated â€” or, more likely, underrated â€” the same as the L The battery was
relocated to the trunk to make room for the air hoses, which prevented the package from being
ordered on convertible models. Only 54 W30s were built by the factory, although an additional
97 were produced for dealer installation. The standard transmission was a three-speed manual
with column shift and the two-speed Jetaway automatic with switch-pitch torque converter was
optional. Hurst shifters became standard equipment with floor-mounted manual transmissions
including the optional heavy-duty three-speed, M wide-ratio four-speed or M close-ratio
four-speed. The standard horsepower engine could be ordered with any of the four
transmissions, while only manual transmissions could be ordered with the L69 three two-barrel
option. Inside, a revised instrument panel featured two round pods for the speedometer and
other instruments, replacing the horizontal sweep speedometer of â€”65 models, but the rest of
the basic dashboard designed was unchanged. F models had base interiors with bench seats
and rubber floor mats while the more lavish Cutlass versions came with full carpeting and
featured Strato bucket seats of a new design with higher and thinner seat backs, or a no-cost
bench seat option. Car Life tested an L69 with four-speed transmission and obtained a 0â€”60
time of 6. Production slumped to 21, The still constituted only about 10 percent of Cutlass sales,
whereas Pontiac's GTO represented nearly a third of all Tempests sold. For the 's styling and
base engine remained the same, save for: minor trim changes and a only distinctive louvered
hood as well as an increase in intake valve size to 2. The heavy-duty floor-mounted three-speed
manual transmission was now standard with the Muncie M and M four-speeds optional, all with
Hurst shifters. Front disc brakes were a new option this year. A GM policy decision banning
multiple carburetors for all vehicles except Ed Cole's beloved Corvette and the Corvair saw the
demise of the L69 with its triple carburetors, a rare option for Olds and an icon for Pontiacs
since The W30 remained available, although the four-barrel Quadrajet carburetor replaced the tri
carb setup. New red plastic inner fender liners became part of the W30 package. Cars tested a
W30 with close-ratio four-speed and 4. Unlike in previous years which the option could be
ordered on either baseline F or upscale Cutlass models, the package was based on the top-line
Cutlass Supreme series including the sport coupe with center post , Holiday hardtop coupe and

convertible. Standard equipment on all models included Strato bucket seats or no-cost
notchback bench seat, full carpeting, expanded Morocceen vinyl upholstery, heavy-duty
suspension with rear sway bar, and wide-oval tires. Like all cars sold in the U. This safety
package included an energy-absorbing steering column and safety steering wheel, padded
dash, recessed controls, four-way hazard flashers and a dual-circuit brake hydraulic master
cylinder. The became a separate model from through Car Life tested a with a 3. Car Life also
tested a four-speed W with 4. All standard engines are painted a bronzeâ€”copper color, as with
the s, topped with a fire-red air cleaner. W option cars were equipped with Ram Air intake hoses
leading from a chrome-topped dual snorkel black air cleaner to special under-bumper air
scoops and set off by bright red plastic fender wells. In addition, a Turnpike Cruiser option was
made available with a two-barrel carburetor; this was previously available on the Cutlass
Supreme for Mechanically, the cars left the factory with two drive train combinations. All cars
came with bucket seats and a Hurst Dual-Gate shifter in a mini-console. Also standard were
numerous regular options such as disc brakes, heavy duty cooling, and FE2 suspension. They
shared the red fender wells and ram air setup with the W Popular, but not standard, additional
options included the tick-tock-tach and wood-grained steering wheel. Power front disc brakes
were optional. Twin hood stripes were now available to highlight the new dual-bulged hood. The
numerals grew to nearly double their previous size. Optional disc brakes now had updated
single-piston calipers. The exhaust manifolds featured a new center divider for better
performance. Other changes to the engine were minimal, but the Turnpike Cruiser option was
deleted. However, another high-performance engine was offered. Called the W, it came with the
Forced Air Induction plumbing found on the Ws, but it had a milder cam like the base engine. It
was only available with an automatic, and were built, including 25 sport coupes and
convertibles each. The model year can be identified by its vertical bars in silver grille,
rectangular parking lights in front bumper, and vertical tail lights. The revised body style and
increased performance resulted in the being awarded pace car duties at the Indianapolis race in
Those seeking to experience the ultimate in performance from Lansing could order a
"W-Machine" version of the , dubbed the W package. The W added a fiberglass hood option W25
with functional air scoops and low-restriction air cleaner, aluminum intake manifold, special
camshaft, cylinder heads, distributor, and carburetor. Two W equipped Vista Cruisers were
produced by special order. Motor Trend tested a W with the four-speed manual transmission
and 3. However, Motor Trend noted that Oldsmobile engineers had earlier posted a best of A
Oldsmobile was featured in the chase scene of the movie Demolition Man starring Sylvester
Stallone. Despite storm clouds on the muscle car horizon, the returned in with only minor
modifications from the previous year. Engine output was down for due to a lower compression
ratio 8. The W option was downgraded to an aluminum cover for the cast iron differential
housing. The was available in a hardtop coupe and convertible body type. The sport coupe
disappeared for the first time since , only to return in Quarter mile performance as reported by
Road Test magazine was By , the muscle car era was unmistakably in decline due to the twin
blows of rising insurance rates and soaring gas prices. The name reverted to an appearance
and handling option package option code W in on the Cutlass Holiday coupe, Cutlass S sport
coupe and Holiday coupe , and Cutlass Supreme convertible. The W option was not available on
Cutlass Supreme notchback hardtops. Interior trims differed on each bodystyle for which the
option was offered, much like the early â€”66 models. Other notable components of the W30
package included a lightweight aluminum intake manifold, the W25 fiberglass ram-air hood,
anti-spin differential with 3. Due to the low-vacuum at idle, air conditioning was not available,
and power brakes were only available with an automatic transmission. Only W30 convertibles
and W30 coupes were made in , making this a very rare option. Originally expected to debut for
the model year, the introduction of the new "Colonnade" body style was delayed until due to an
auto workers strike in The body was redesigned to feature massive 5-foot 1. The rear windows
were fixed and the roof was reinforced in anticipation of roll-over standards being imposed by
the government. These cars were a few hundred pounds heavier and slightly larger than the 's.
Consistent with , the option remained a handling and appearance package, code W, and was
available on the Cutlass and Cutlass "S". It consisted of a faux louvered hood, FE2 suspension,
specific grilles, emblems and stripes. This was all part of the industry-wide weaning of U. The
L77 "V" code was there, but only with the 4-speed wide-ratio M transmission. Positraction rear
ends, axle ratios, gauges, Super Stock wheels, HD cooling and many sport type options were
available, but had to be ordered. Both s used the Turbo Hydra-matic transmission, while the was
mated to the Turbo Center console with floor shifter was optional with either the 4-speed
manual or Turbo Hydra-matic transmissions. It remained a handling and appearance package
available on both base Cutlass and Cutlass S Colonnade coupes. Power steering and Turbo
Hydra-matic transmission became standard equipment on and all other Cutlass models. The

four-speed manual transmission with Hurst shifter was dropped from the option list. New option
for were GM-specification radial tires. Interiors were similar to with cloth-and-vinyl or all-vinyl
bench seats standard, or optional swiveling Strato bucket seats with Moroceen vinyl upholstery.
Center console with floor shifter optional with bucket seats. The received revised vertical-bar
grilles and continued with vertically stacked taillight lenses. Radial tires were now standard
equipment, along with a GM High Energy electronic ignition. All engines were mated to catalytic
converters, which required use of unleaded gasoline and spelled the end of true dual exhausts.
With economy now a selling point following the â€”74 energy crisis resulting from the Arab Oil
Embargo, the '75 and most other Cutlass models no longer included a V8 engine as standard
equipment. For the first time since its introduction, the came standard with a six-cylinder
engine, Chevrolet's cubic-inch inline unit which had previously been offered on some Olds
intermediates from to and the compact Olds Omega since its introduction. Also new this year
was a small Olds-built cubic-inch Rocket V8 specifically designed for fuel economy. The
horsepower Rocket V8 was now an extra-cost option along with the horsepower V8. A
three-speed manual transmission was reinstated as standard equipment with the six-cylinder
engine with the Turbo Hydra-matic transmission optional with that engine and the only
transmission offered with the V8 engines. Interiors again consisted of bench seats with
cloth-and-Moroceen vinyl or all-Moroceen trim, or optional swiveling Strato buckets upholstered
in Moroceen vinyl. Revised door panels featured pull straps. Console optional with bucket
seats. Due to SAE Net horsepower ratings, it appeared that there was a power drop from earlier
engines but this is not the case. The Oldsmobile also had significant torque at low RPM. The
shared a new aerodynamic sloped nose designed for NASCAR with split grilles and new quad
rectangular headlights with Cutlass S models, along with revised lower sheetmetal with fewer
creases than the â€”75 models. This was also the final year for the Rocket V8. Final year for the
vintage Colonnade body. Engine offerings were revised with Buick's cubic-inch V6 replacing the
Chevy inline-six as base power, with optional powerplants again including the Oldsmobile built
and cubic-inch Rocket V8s. Transmission offerings included a three-speed manual or Turbo
Hydra-matic with the V6 , five-speed manual or Turbo Hydra-matic for the V8 and Turbo
Hydra-matic was the sole offering for the and V8s. Interiors included a standard bench seat with
cloth-and-vinyl or all-vinyl bench seat, or optional Strato bucket seats with all-vinyl upholstery
and without the swiveling feature of previous years. Console again optional with bucket seats.
Another limited-edition model was offered from through on the downsized A-body Cutlass
introduced for the model year. Engines varied from a base 3. There was no available to any
offered in or The â€”9 version of the was an option package on the semi-fastback "Aeroback"
Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon, which was the lower-trim version of the best-selling Cutlass model
range. It was offered with all powertrains available, including the c. Transmissions offered were
3-spd automatic with all engines, 5 spd manual with the V8 and a 4 spd Saginaw manual with
the V8. Distinctive trim elements included contrasting striping along the rocker panels and
lower doors, over both wheel wells, badging on the rear trunk, and interior emblems. All other
options offered on the Cutlass Salon were available with the option package. The is based on
the Cutlass Salon body style. The model moved to the notchback Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais to
return to its roots as a performance car as it had a larger V8 engine not available on other
Cutlass models. It included W badging on the front fenders above the side marker lights, with
less dramatic graphics. Also available only in gold over white or gold over black paint, a total of
were built, in Black, and in White. The W option was not available in California. Code "AB"
non-locking 2. A cross-flow muffler gives a "factory" dual exhaust appearance. The name was
now defined as referring to the car's 4 -speed r4 automatic transmission , 4 -barrel carburetor ,
and 2 exhausts. The shifter was mounted on the floor in a console between the front seats, and
the upgraded F41 suspension package was included. All and s used the already-sporty Cutlass
Salon model as their base platform. Due to cost concerns, for it was decided they would use the
less-expensive Cutlass Supreme model to base the on. With few exceptions vinyl tops, painted
pinstripes, chrome outside mirrors and wire wheel covers, for example , s could be ordered with
much of the optional equipment found on other Cutlass models. Rather than using the weaker 7.
This was, in large part, due to dealer ordering "packages" that grouped popular options
together for ease of ordering. Problem was, G80 was not part of a single one of those popular
option packages, but could be added "a la carte. These were the only models to get the hotter
VIN 9 cubic inch engine, and it was the only engine available. In , the engine received a
roller-camshaft valve train and new swirl-port heads to improve economy and low-end torque.
The KZF removed much of the shift harshness of the original OZ coded transmissions, but were
still firmer than the run-of-the-mill overdrive transmissions used in the rest of Oldsmobile's
lineup. The option was revived on the Quad front-wheel drive â€” Cutlass Calais. The engine
was tuned with higher output camshafts which produced more top end power at the expense of

idle quality. This engine was a technological stretch and proved unreliable. This version of the
also played upon the "W" option code used in past versions of the , the exception being that
this model used the option code "W". This model lasted just two years. It was a stretch to group
this model with the prior, venerable 's and in essence was merely a marketing ploy by
Oldsmobile. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Oldsmobile Cutlass. Motor
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Oldsmobile The Oldsmobile V8 , also referred to as
the Rocket , is series of engines that was produced by Oldsmobile beginning in Like all other
GM divisions, Olds continued building its own V8 engine family for decades, adopting the
corporate Chevrolet small-block and Cadillac Northstar engine only in the s. All Oldsmobile V8s
were manufactured at plants in Lansing, Michigan. The Rocket V8 was the subject of many first
and lasts in the automotive industry. It was the first mass-produced OHV V8, in As is the case
with all pre American passenger car engines, published horsepower and torque figures for
those years were SAE "Gross," as opposed to and later SAE Net ratings which are indicative of
what actual production engines produce in their "as installed" state - with all engine
accessories, full air cleaner assembly, and complete production exhaust system in place. The
first generation of Oldsmobile V8s ranged from Each engine in this generation is quite similar
with the same size block and heads. The cubic-inch 5. The was produced from Bore was 3.
Cadillac used a distantly related engine which appeared in three different sizes through to the
model year; though the Oldsmobile and Cadillac motors were not physically related, many
lessons learned by one division were incorporated into the other's design, and the result were
two engines known for their excellent power-to-weight ratio, fuel economy, and smooth, strong,
reliable running. The original Oldsmobile V8 was to have been marketed as "Kettering Power"
after chief engineer Charles Kettering , but company policy prohibited the use of his name. The
engine proved so popular, the division's 88 models were popularly called Rocket 88s. The was
available from through Bore was increased to 3. Two-barrel carburetion was standard; all high
performance s came with four-barrel carburetors. The was shared with GMC trucks. The 88 and
Super 88 V8s used an 8. The model upped the compression to 8. For engines built during the
first part of , the skirted pistons had a reputation for failing due to the cast aluminum skirt
separating from its steel interior brace. By late , many Olds dealers learned about the problem.
Making its debut in as standard equipment on all Olds models, [2] the was produced through
Bore was now 4. It was no longer available in cars in It had hardened valve seats and other
features for heavy duty usage. Introduced in the middle of the model year, [4] the and J-2
Golden Rocket had three two-barrel twin choke carburetors with a vacuum-operated linkage.
Only the center carburetor was mechanically connected to the throttle pedal, and it was the only
one equipped with a choke. These carburetors did not open progressively; they were either
open or closed. The J-2 engine also had a slightly thinner head gasket, raising compression to
In practice, owners who did not regularly drive hard enough to engage the front and rear
carburetors experienced problems with the linkage and carburetor throats becoming clogged,
and some Jequipped cars had the front and rear carburetors removed and blocked off.
Moreover, correct tuning was a continual headache. The package was expensive to produce,
and Oldsmobile discontinued it after Bore was up to 4. Most s used 2-barrel carburetors. The
replaced the in Super 88 and 98 cars for and and a detuned version was used in the 88 for and
the Dynamic 88 for A special The high-compression four-barrel cu. It was optional on 98s and
Super 88s. From , Oldsmobile manufactured its own version of the Buick -designed,
all-aluminum cubic inch V8 engine for the F compact. With an 8. With a 4-barrel carburetor and
The Buick version of the V8 went on to become the well known Rover V8 , which still remains in
limited production, utilizing the Buick-style pistons, heads, and valve train gear. The Oldsmobile
engine block formed the basis of the Repco 3-liter engine used by Brabham to win the and
Formula One world championships. The and later versions of the Repco engine had proprietary
engine blocks. Using the 5 liter Rover block and crankshaft, a maximum displacement of In and
Oldsmobile built a turbocharged version of the , designated Turbo-Rocket. The engine had In
development, the high compression ratio combined with the charged load created problems
with spark knock on hard throttle applications, which led Olds to develop and utilize a novel

water-injection system that sprayed metered amounts of distilled water and methyl alcohol
dubbed "Turbo-Rocket Fluid" into the intake manifold air-stream to cool the intake charge. If the
fluid reservoir was empty, a complex double-float and valve assembly in the Turbo-Rocket Fluid
path would set a second butterfly positioned between the throttle butterfly and the turbocharger
into the closed position, limiting the amount of boost pressure. Unfortunately, many customers
did not keep the reservoir filled, or had mechanical problems with the turbocharger system
which resulted in many of the turbo-charger installations being removed and a conventional 4
barrel carburetor and manifold installed in its place. The Turbo-Rocket V8 was offered
exclusively on the Oldsmobile Jetfire , a special version of the Cutlass compact hardtop coupe,
which is noteworthy as it one of the world's first in fact the second turbocharged passenger car
ever offered for public sale. The Chevrolet Corvair Spyder Turbo , likewise a forced induction i.
The second generation of Oldsmobile V8s was produced from Most of these engines were very
similar, using the same bore centers and a 9. Big-block and Diesel versions also increased the
2. All generation-2 small-block Olds V8s used a stroke of 3. The big-block engines initially used
a forged crankshaft with a stroke of 3. This very open and flat chamber was fuel efficient and
had lower than average emissions output. It was the only GM engine to meet US emission
standards using a carburetor all the way up to It was released one year earlier than the tall deck
, and debuted the standard 3. The 4 barrel versions had a larger diameter harmonic damper, the
2 barrel only a balancer hub without the rubberized outer ring. Two distinct versions of the CID
engine were made:. The engine was a short stroke only engine. They were all painted Bronze
and had V and G stamped on the cylinder heads. It is arguably the best engine Olds made in the
muscle car era, although it never made it into a "muscle car". It used a 4. Most s were painted
red, though the and Toronado units were light blue. All engines were fitted with forged steel
crankshafts with harmonic balancers. Compression ratios of 9. The main distinguishing
features of this engine were a slightly different camshaft profile from the standard ultra high
compression engine and factory dual exhaust. This engine was only available in the Oldsmobile
Starfire and a performance economy model called the Jetstar I. It shared the same compression
ratio of the Toronado Rocket at It also used the. It had the same 0. Unlike all other s, this version
was painted slate blue metallic. The 's stroke was lengthened to 4. It kept the retired 's 4. Initially
the paint was red, except for metallic blue in the Toronado applications; versions were metallic
blue at first, then nonmetallic blue. The "Rocket" name disappeared from the air cleaner
identification decal after Although production of the ended in , a small number were produced
through for power equipment use, such as motorhomes , boats and irrigation equipment.
Produced from â€”, the Rocket was entirely different from the other GM divisions' s. The
"Rocket" name disappeared from the air cleaner decal in , the same year that the catalytic
converter was added to the emissions control system. The Oldsmobile s made from have heavy
castings, beefier crankshafts, and better flowing heads. Oldsmobile's own L34 cubic-inch 5. The
bore was so wide that the cylinder walls were siamesed, as in the Chevrolet V8 , with no space
for coolant to flow between the cylinders. This sometimes led to overheating problems. The
Olds was used by Buick and Pontiac in addition to Oldsmobile until its discontinuation after
Uniquely in the Toronado , the engine was fitted with a crank triggered ignition system. The was
designed for economy, and was the first engine option above the 3. While the s were not very
powerful compared to the larger and V8s, fuel economy was almost as good as the base V6. It
uses a 3. Some early s were painted GM Corporate blue, but most were painted satin black. It
was used in most Oldsmobile models, as well as those from Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, and
Pontiac. The combination of good low-RPM torque, the Quadrajet four-barrel carburetor, and the
THMR three speed plus overdrive automatic transmission having a lockup torque converter
allowed for fairly good performance, and fuel economy considered reasonable for the era, even
in the larger and heavier model cars. The engine is also known for its reliability, smoothness
and quietness. Oldsmobile used the popular LV2 , a cubic-inch 5. In , roller lifters, floating
piston wrist pins, and swirl port intake runners were added. All LV2s feature a 4-barrel
carburetor. Performance modifications included a "hot" camshaft in reality, just a camshaft
used in various applications during the '70s with. Revisions to the engine for included roller
lifters with a slightly smaller camshaft. The Generation II V8 ended production in The company
later introduced a new vehicle, the Oldsmobile Aurora , with a new generation V8. From the s
through the late s, each GM division had its own V8 engine family. Many were shared among
other divisions, but each design was unique:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Flory, American Cars , p. Flory, J. Retrieved September 9, Retrieved Standard
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Oldsmobile Cutlass was a range of automobiles produced by General Motors ' Oldsmobile
division between and At its introduction, the Cutlass was Oldsmobile's entry-level model; it
began as a unibody compact car , but saw its greatest success as a body-on-frame
intermediate. By the s, Oldsmobile was using the Cutlass as a sub- marque , with numerous
vehicle lines bearing the name simultaneously. These included the Cutlass Calais compact , the
midsize Cutlass Ciera , the Cutlass Cruiser station wagon , and top of the line midsize Cutlass
Supreme. The Cutlass was named after the type of sword , which was common during the Age
of Sail. Oldsmobile first used the Cutlass name on an experimental sports coupe designed in Its
platform was similar to the compact F introduced seven years later. The Series 60 was
discontinued in , while the Series 70 was cancelled in The division then offered multiple models
using the Oldsmobile Series 80 and Oldsmobile Series 90 platforms during the s. When the
division decided to revisit offering a smaller platform again, they didn't return to the traditional
naming convention of reintroducing the Series 70 and instead offered the new compact as the F,
inspired by the North American F Sabre fighter jet, and beginning a new tradition of using
fighter jet names for their products, and taking advantage of the "rocket" marketing strategy
started with the Rocket V8 engine. During World War II, many GM factories temporarily
suspended automobile production and manufactured fighter aircraft, bombers and aircraft
engines for the war effort, and emphasizing their contribution was reflected in the division's
decision to name their products after fighter aircraft. General Motors began developing its first
compact cars in , beginning with initial planning on what would become the Chevrolet Corvair in
The following year a second series of somewhat larger cars was planned for Buick , Oldsmobile,
and Pontiac ; what would be termed "senior compacts". They would share the same body shell
and lightweight engine. Oldsmobile designer Irvin Rybicki began work on the Olds model in It
finally went on sale in as a model. The use of the model description "F" was a revival of a
naming convention the company offered from called the F-Series. The F had double wishbone
front suspension and a four-link live axle in the rear, suspended with coil springs all around; the
drum brakes had a diameter of 9. Unlike its platform mates, the first-generation F was only ever
offered with a V8 engine. With a two-barrel carburetor and an 8. The first-year F was offered in
two body styles, a four-door sedan or a four-door station wagon with either two or three seats,
and in a choice of two trim levels, base or De Luxe. Transmission options were initially a
3-speed manual with synchromesh on the top two gears [3] and the newly introduced 3-speed
Roto Hydramatic. Overall length was A few months after the model introduction, Oldsmobile
added a "power pack option", which included a four-barrel carbureted, high-compression They
praised its construction, but found its steering too slow and its suspension too soft for
enthusiastic driving. For styling changes were minor, and included a new grille, different
chrome ornamentation on the bodysides and new interior trim. The existing F models returned,
and a convertible was added to the line-up in September, available in both standard and Cutlass
versions. The automatic transmission was replaced with an upgraded 4 speed Roto 5
Hydro-Matic transmission, and an all-synchromesh four-speed manual became optional. Overall
F sales rose to 97,, with the Cutlass displacing the four-door De Luxe sedan as the top-selling
model. The bigger news was the arrival of the Oldsmobile Jetfire , a Cutlass pillarless hardtop
with a turbocharged version of the V8, dubbed Turbo-Rocket. This made the Jetfire the first ever
turbocharged production car , an honor it shares with the Chevrolet Corvair Monza Spyder.
Although much faster than a standard F, the Jetfire was criticized for having the same soft
suspension as its less-powerful brothers, for its lack of a tachometer and other instruments,
and for the poor shift quality of both the automatic transmission and the optional four-speed.
Car and Driver tested an automatic Jetfire and obtained a 0â€”60 time of 9. Ultimately the Jetfire
engine was far ahead of its time. With forced induction and an already high compression ratio
the Jetfire was capable of producing more torque than a naturally aspirated engine that was
twice its size, significantly improving the engine's efficiency and usability in real-life driving
conditions, turbo lag not being an issue at motorway speeds. The F was restyled for the model
year, to a crisper, more squared off design than the one of the â€”62 models. The Jetfire and its
turbocharged V8 returned, for what would be its final year. Three-row seating was dropped on
station wagons. On automatic transmission models only, the compression ratio of the "Cutlass"
engine was raised to A Delcotron alternator became standard on all models, as well as on the
rest of the Oldsmobile car line. Disappointing sales of the compact F, along with the
introduction of Ford Motor Company 's intermediate Fairlane in , prompted GM to enlarge the

senior compacts for the model year. The new intermediate F now rode a conventional
body-on-frame chassis with a perimeter frame which it shared with the newly-introduced
"A-body" Chevrolet Chevelle , and upgraded Buick Special and Pontiac Tempest. For a modest
facelift increased overall length to Sales increased again to , The year was the first for
Oldsmobile's "Rocket" logo that would last, with minor variations, until the s. The models were
slightly restyled again, with body lines similar to the full-sized 88 , and semi-fastback rooflines
with extended sail panels and tunneled rear windows on Sport pillared and Holiday hardtop
coupes. New that year was the Cutlass Supreme four-door hardtop sedan also dubbed the
Holiday Sedan by Oldsmobile, the first such body style for Olds' intermediate line. Changes for
included the availability of optional disc brakes and the three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic to
supplement the two-speed Jetaway. The Turnpike Cruiser used the heavy-duty suspension of
the , and was available only with a Turbo-Hydramatic. Oldsmobile's was penned by the styling
studio headed by Stan Wilen. Overall length shrunk about 2. Two-door F and Cutlass models
adopted a semi- fastback roofline, which was a revival of a streamlining on all GM products
from until as demonstrated on the Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Club Coupe. Base model remained the
F, with mid-level Cutlass S, and upscale Cutlass Supreme , as well as the , which became a
distinct model instead of an option package. Cutlass and Vista Cruiser station wagons were
likewise redesigned; the F wagon was discontinued. The variable-pitch stator feature of both
optional two-speed Jetaway and three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic automatic transmissions was
discontinued. Per federal safety regulations, headrests were now standard equipment and the
ignition switch moved from the instrument panel to the steering column to lock the steering
wheel when not in use, in common with all other model GM cars, one year before the locking
steering columns were federally mandated. The F and Cutlass was available in seven body
styles, three of which were coupes: a pillared fastback Sports Coupe in F, Cutlass S or trims ,
an hardtop fastback Holiday Coupe Cutlass S and only , and finally a more formal notchback
Holiday Coupe, only offered in Cutlass Supreme trim. This practice was similar to that followed
at the time by Ford and Mercury for theirintermediates, which were offered in both notchback
and fastback coupes starting in Also available were a four-door hardtop Holiday Sedan, a
four-door Town Sedan, a convertible, a flat-top station wagon called the Custom Cruiser, as well
as the fancier Vista-Cruiser station wagon. Counting all trim level and body style permutations,
Oldsmobile's lineup included 15 different intermediate models. There was an SX option that
became available in and was available only on the Cutlass Supreme hardtop and convertible.
The SX cars all had the engine and TH automatic transmission. The same assortment of threeand four-speed manual transmissions were carried over from previous years with Hurst shifters
used on floor-mounted three-speeds and all four-speeds. The two-speed Jetaway automatic
transmission was discontinued entirely with the three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic now the sole
offering for shiftless driving. Cutlass S coupes with the optional Strato bucket seats and Turbo
Hydra-matic could be equipped with the Hurst Dual-Gate shifter also known as the "His and
Her-Shifter" in conjunction with the extra-cost center console. The Hurst Dual-Gate made it
possible to either put the transmission in Drive, and let the transmission decide when to shift.
Or it could be placed in a manual mode, much like today's computer-controlled automatics. A
only offering was the Oldsmobile Rallye , a value-priced high-performance model using the
engine. It was intended for younger buyers that wanted the performance and looks of a
supercar , but might have trouble with the rising insurance premiums associated with engined
cars like the All Rallye s were painted in Sebring Yellow with matching urethane-coated
bumpers front and rear. The engine was the L74 air-inducted high-compression cu. Required
options were the associated "Force-Air" fiberglass vented hood, dual exhaust with style
megaphone outlets, 3. The model shared much of the same exterior sheetmetal as the , but with
a new hood, grille, and headlight assemblies, as well as new bumpers and taillights. The famous
"Rocket" V8 continued in several different sizes and power options, with both the large and
'small-block' available with either 2- or 4-barrel carburetors. This was the last year for the
cubic-inch six-cylinder engine, as it had not been a popular offering in Olds intermediates. All
engines were now fitted with hardened valve seats, preparing for the upcoming mandate for
unleaded gasoline that took effect with the introduction of catalytic converters on models. The
Olds engines also featured lowered compression ratios and designed to run on regular leaded,
low-lead or unleaded gasoline with a research octane rating of 91 or higher equivalent to 87
octane by today's octane measurements. For , there were minor style changes to the Cutlass,
and the reverted to being a trim line W option on the Cutlass instead of an individual model, as
it was in The primary changes to the Cutlass were the front grilles and the tail lights. The
straight six engine was dropped, but would return to the lineup in The entry-level F series was
reduced to a single four-door sedan, and then discontinued mid-year due to low sales. This
ended the use of the F nameplate, although it would later resurface on an entry-level version of

the compact Omega. While rooflines were shared with other GM divisions, the Cutlass bodies
had two Oldsmobile-specific convex creasesâ€”one starting behind the front wheel and running
rearward into the door and curving upward at its trailing end, and the other curving down just
ahead of the rear wheel and continued by the crease line of the quarter panel behind the rear
wheel. The Cutlass "S" and offered optional "Strato" bucket seats with high seatbacks and
built-in head restraints ; these seats could be swiveled 90 degrees to permit easier entry and
exit for the driver and front passenger. The new Salon package was offered first as a 4-door
Colonnade sedan, which was joined in by a 2-door hardtop coupe. The Salon included items
such as upgraded suspension, radial tires , reclining bucket seats and a hand-operated
headlamp dimmer switch built into the turn signal switch. Upgraded gauges were optional.
Changes for included new taillight lenses and radiator grilles, and a new front fascia with
bumper-mounted turn signals used only on the base model. The Turbo Hydramatic
transmission became standard equipment on all Cutlass models. For , Oldsmobile added two
smaller engines to attract economy-minded buyers in the aftermath of the â€”74 energy crisis.
These were the Chevrolet-built cubic inches 4. All engines had catalytic converters and required
unleaded gasoline in the United States; Canadian buyers could opt to delete the converter.
However, only 0. The grilles were somewhat more angular and separated into eight pieces on
each side. The front turn signals were now incorporated into the grille. At the rear, new
two-piece taillights were divided vertically. The S and Supreme both had a chrome strip atop the
hood, while the Supreme also had the Oldsmobile logo mounted atop the grille. A fuel economy
gauge was optional. The Cutlass line overtook the full-size Delta 88 as the best-selling
Oldsmobile line in , with the Cutlass Supreme coupe accounting for the majority of those sales,
surpassing the Chevrolet Chevelle and Ford Torino to become the best-selling
intermediate-sized car in America. The Cutlass was also the second-best selling car line in the
U. The Cutlass became America's best selling car this year and would hold this title for most
years [ vague ] into the s. A restyled front end with waterfall-type split grilles and new
rectangular headlights was introduced that would become an Olds Cutlass trademark in coming
years, lasting into the late s. Coupe bodies were reshaped for a smoother, less contoured look
than the design, a design change shared with Buick's A-body coupes. Cutlass sedans and
wagons kept their bulges through the end of model year The base Cutlass line was dropped,
with the Cutlass S nameplate now applied to the entry-level coupe and sedan this year - both of
which featured an aerodynamic slanted front nose in contrast to the upright front ends of other
Cutlass models including the Cutlass Supreme coupe, sedan and wagon, Vista Cruiser wagon,
Cutlass Salon coupe and sedan, and the new Cutlass Supreme Brougham coupe. Engine
offerings were carried over from including the Chevy-built cubic-inch inline six and Olds-built
Rocket V8s of , or cubic inches. A three-speed manual transmission was standard with the
six-cylinder engine but Turbo Hydra-matic was optional with this engine and the , and required
with the and V8s. A new option this year was the T Borg-Warner five-speed manual
transmission, which was available only with the V8. Inside was a slightly revised instrument
panel with the clock relocated to the right side of the dash above the glovebox. This also
marked the introduction of Oldsmobile's new mechanical digital clock. The Chevrolet inline six
was replaced by Buick's V6 standard on all models except Salon and Vista Cruiser , while the
and Rocket V8s were carried over. The big-block Rocket V8 was discontinued and replaced by a
new small-block cubic inch Rocket V8. Transmissions included a three-speed manual standard
and only available with the V6 engine , five-speed manual coupes with V8 only or three-speed
Turbo Hydra-matic - optional on V6 models, included with the V8 in sedans and and V8s on all
models, and standard on station wagons. A sedan was added to the Supreme Brougham line,
while the Salon lost its sedan version. The base wagon dropped the Cutlass Cruiser nameplate
and became part of the Vista Cruiser line. This generation could still be ordered with the T
Borg-Warner five-speed manual transmission for several model years. The '78 Cutlass lineup
included the Salon and Salon Brougham fastback coupes and sedans and the formal roof
Supreme, Supreme Brougham and Calais coupes. The Salons quickly proved to be far less
popular than the notchback Supreme and Calais coupes. There were also "two-seat" 6
passengers in two rows Cutlass Cruiser and Cutlass Cruiser Brougham station wagons; both
being smaller, more conventional replacements of the three-seat 8 passenger Vista Cruiser.
Broughams featured softer, quieter rides, and fancier trim and upholstery. A factory T-top was
optional on notchback coupes only. The appearance and handling package, available on Salon
coupes, featured large lower body stripes and decals outside but not always shown with decals,
unique seats and badges inside, and a taut performance suspension featuring quicker-ratio
steering, heavier springs, stiffer shocks, a stiffer front stabilizer bar, a rear stabilizer bar, and
bigger tires. The Cutlass Calais used essentially the same suspension as the , but it also came
standard with several other performance and touring options, including full instrumentation, an

aluminum spoked sport steering wheel, reclining front bucket seats and a center console with
floor shifter. Cosmetically, the line continued through with only slight changes front and rear. A
bewildering array of grilles were used on the different equipment levels for and , including two
sets each of slotted Salon , waterfall Supreme and Brougham , and eggcrate Calais style
designs. The same model lineup continued, with a revision of both the front grille and taillight
lenses. A diesel version of the Oldsmobile based on the Olds diesel was optional; diesel
Cutlasses had the "Oldsmobile Diesel" badges on the decklids , where gasoline-powered
Cutlasses had the "Rocket" logo. Cutlass Supreme and Calais coupes received new header
panels incorporating four headlights, mimicking the model. The four-door Salon was dropped
due to poor sales. Taking its place was a conventional notchback sedan known simply as
"Cutlass," with base, LS, and Brougham trim levels available. Sister division Buick did the same
with their Buick Century sedan the to Centuries shared the bodyshell with the Cutlass Salon.
The diesel engine was dropped, as it was considerably slower yet no more economic than the 5.
The fastback Salon coupe was dropped, and the Supreme and Calais got a restyle that included
a more aerodynamic nose and smoother body lines. Sedans got quad headlamps and a new
grille. The was dropped. Most of this range continued to be marketed as the Cutlass Supreme
until , although the Cutlass Cruiser was replaced for In , Oldsmobile began using the Cutlass
nameplate as a sub-marque, with numerous distinct vehicle lines bearing the name
simultaneously. The more space-efficient Cutlass Ciera was introduced on GM's new
front-wheel drive mid-sized A platform in The Cutlass Cruiser station wagon nameplate followed
the Ciera to its new platform in Coupes were produced until , sedans and wagons until For the
final year in production, this model was renamed simply Oldsmobile Ciera. Meanwhile, the
previous-generation Cutlass Supreme continued on the now renamed rear-wheel-drive G-body
platform for six more years. Until , the deluxe Cutlass Supreme model was known as the Cutlass
Calais. When the Calais nameplate moved to its own platform in , the top Supreme was renamed
to Cutlass Salon. As the new front-wheel drive Cutlass Supreme model was being launched in ,
the rear-drive G-special coupe remained in production for one final model year as the Cutlass
Supreme Classic. The premium Cutlass Supreme nameplate was moved to the new
front-wheel-drive mid-sized GM W platform in Originally a coupe , a 4-door sedan model was
added in Convertibles were also produced from to In , the Cutlass Supreme was replaced by the
Oldsmobile Intrigue. The third Cutlass nameplate introduced was the compact Cutlass Calais
originally just Oldsmobile Calais on the front-wheel-drive N-body in The famed nameplate was
revived for the Cutlass Calais in and The Cutlass Calais was replaced by the Oldsmobile
Achieva in The Oldsmobile Cutlass name was revived for the model year as a slightly upscale
version of the mechanically identical fifth generation Chevrolet Malibu. Visually, it had a split
grille front fascia like other Oldsmobiles at the time and all red rear tail lamps. Available options
on the base GL model included power windows, power driver's seat, power mirrors, CD player,
and alloy wheels. The GLS included most of the GL's options as standard equipment plus
added leather interior and was available with a power astroroof. From Wikipedia, the free
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Cutlass Ciera. Cutlass Supreme. Eighty Eight. Ninety Eight. The Oldsmobile 88 marketed from
on as the Eighty Eight is a full-size car that was sold and produced by Oldsmobile from until
From to , the 88 was the division's most profitable line, particularly the entry level models such
as the 88 and Dynamic The 88 series was also an image leader for Oldsmobile, particularly in
the early years â€”51 , when it was one of the best performing automobiles, thanks to its
relatively small size, light weight, and advanced overhead-valve high-compression V8 engine.
This engine, originally designed for the larger C-bodied and more luxurious 98 series, also
replaced the straight-8 on the smaller B-bodied With the large, high performance V8, the
Oldsmobile 88 is considered by some to be the first muscle car , although this title is disputed.
Naming conventions used by GM since the s for all divisions used alphanumeric designations
that changed every year. Oldsmobile starting after the war changed their designations and
standardized them so that the first number signified the chassis platform, while the second
number signified how many cylinders. The name was more commonly shown as numerals in the
earlier years "Delta 88", for example and was changed to spell out "Eighty Eight" starting in
Oldsmobile introduced the 88 badge in It was named to complement the already-existing 76 and
98 , and took the place of the straight-8 engined 78 in the model lineup. This combination of a
relatively small light body and large, powerful engine made it widely considered to be the first
muscle car. There was a pent up demand for new cars in the fast-expanding post- World War II
economy, and the 88 appealed to many ex-military personnel who were young and had operated
powerful military equipment. The 88 enjoyed great success, inspiring a popular s slogan, "Make
a Date with a Rocket 88", and also a song, " Rocket 88 ", often considered the first rock and roll
record. Starting with the trunk-lid emblem of the model, Oldsmobile would adopt the rocket as
its logo, and the 88 name would remain in the Olds lineup until the late s, almost until the end of
Oldsmobile itself. The model was equipped with an ignition key and a starter push-button to
engage the starter. Pushing the starter button would engage the starter, but if the ignition key
was not inserted, unlocking the ignition, the car would not start. The car was equipped with an
oil bath air cleaner. At the bottom edge of the front fender directly behind the front wheel was a
badge that said "Futuramic" which identified an Oldsmobile approach to simplified driving, and
the presence of an automatic transmission. V8 Oldsmobiles were automatic-only in as
Oldsmobile lacked a manual gearbox that could handle the torque of the new engine. The 88
now outsold the six-cylinder 76 lineup, which was dropped entirely after the model year. For ,
the 88 was now the entry-level Olds with the discontinuation of the six-cylinder 76 line, which
meant that all Oldsmobiles were powered by Rocket V8s. An in-house manual transmission
replaced the modified Cadillac gearbox, but as the s progressed, manual shift became
increasingly rare in Oldsmobiles and normally could only be obtained by special order. The
station wagon was discontinued and would not reappear until the model year. New was an
I-beam frame. Hydraulic power windows and seats were optional. Other mechanical features
were unchanged with styling changes amounting to new grilles, taillights, and interior revisions.
New was the optional automatic headlight control. For , the base 88 was renamed the DeLuxe 88
[2] for only this one year while the Super 88 continued as a more upscale version. Engines and
transmission offerings were the same as Late in the model year, a fire destroyed GM's
Hydra-Matic plant in Livonia, Michigan , which was then the only source for Hydra-Matic
transmissions. The temporary loss of Hydra-Matic production led Oldsmobile to build
thousands of its models with Buick's two-speed Dynaflow automatic transmissions until GM
pressed its Willow Run Transmission plant into service to resume Hydra-Matic production. New
options this year included Frigidaire air conditioning, power steering, and power brakes. The
Oldsmobiles were completely restyled with new longer and lower body shells and wrap-around
windshields and rear windows. Wheelbases increased to inches 3. Base models reverted to
being simply called 88s after being designated as DeLuxe 88s for only one year and the Super
88 was once again the top series beneath the larger The models were heavily facelifted with new
grillework, taillights and body-side chrome. Horsepower for the cubic-inch Rocket V8 increased
to for 88s and for Super 88s. At mid-year, Olds introduced the new pillarless four-door hardtop
body, dubbed the Holiday sedan, in both the 88 and Super 88 series. The four-door Oldsmobile
88 Holiday, along with the four-door 98 Holiday , Buick Century Riviera , and Special Riviera ,
were the first four-door hardtops ever produced. Air conditioning became an option. For ,
styling highlights included a new split grille in front and revised taillights and deck along with
revised side chroming. Horsepower for the Rocket V8 increased to for 88s and for Super 88s. A
new four-speed Jetaway Hydra-Matic was introduced this year to replace the original
Hydra-Matic transmission that Olds had used since The new Jetaway Hydra-Matic retained the
four forward speeds and fluid coupling unit, but added a new "Park" position to the shift

quadrant and no longer required band adjustment as a specified routine maintenance. Inside, an
oval speedometer replaced the round unit and a new foot-operated parking brake replaced the
previous T-handle unit. For only, the basic 88 was officially named Golden Rocket 88 , taken
from Oldsmobile's Motorama two-passenger show car. However, the only badging was an "88"
underneath each taillight. Also for the "J2" option was offered, with three 2-barrel 0. The Super
88 continued as the upscale mid-line series. Although rare, three speed manual transmissions
were still available. Styling highlights were more evolutional than radical overall with
three-piece rear window styling utilized on some models. Oldsmobile revived station wagons for
the first time since with the Super 88 Fiesta being a four-door hardtop design. In , Oldsmobile
added a safety deep-recessed steering wheel. For , GM was promoting their fiftieth year of
production, and introduced Anniversary models for each brand; Cadillac, Buick, Oldsmobile,
Pontiac, and Chevrolet. The model is best known in Oldsmobile as the year of the
"ChromeMobile" thanks to tremendous splatterings of chrome trim on the body, particularly on
the higher-priced Super 88 and Ninety-Eight models. The styling was advertised by Olds as the
"Mobile Look. A new option for was a "Trans-Portable" radio that could be removed from the
instrument panel through the glove compartment and used as a portable radio for beaches,
picnics, etc. Despite an economic recession that cut into new car sales industry wide, and
especially affected the medium-priced car market that Olds competed in, Oldsmobile saw only a
slight decline in sales for and even rose in industry standings to fourth-place behind the
"Low-Priced Three" of Chevrolet, Ford and Plymouth, while surpassing a now-floundering sister
division Buick on the sales charts for the first time in many years. Oldsmobile was also way
ahead of other middle-priced competitors such as sister division Pontiac, Mercury, Dodge and
Chrysler, along with Ford Motor Company's all-new and ill-fated Edsel , and Chrysler
Corporation's DeSoto - the latter two nameplates of which would fade into oblivion within the
next three years. All Oldsmobiles were completely restyled for , with the 88 series given longer,
lower and wider styling on a GM B-body chassis. The 88 shared its appearance with the
top-model Oldsmobile Styling highlights for the new models, promoted as the "Linear Look,"
included six-window styling on four-door pillared sedans, glassy semi-fastback rooflines on
Holiday coupes and flat-blade rooflines with thin windshield and C-pillars on Holiday sedans
which created a large open greenhouse effect. Two-door hardtops were called "Holiday
Scenicoupes," whereas four-door hardtops were called "Holiday Sport Sedans. A simpler but
bold new grille and revised rear design with even flatter, horizontal tailfins and new taillights
highlighted the makeover. Other changes included a revised instrument panel and a slimmer
transmission tunnel for improved interior space. An all-new body and chassis with perimeter
"Guard Beam" frame and all-coil suspension replacing the previous leaf springs highlighted the
full-sized Oldsmobiles, which were joined by the new compact F The Skyrocket engine was
available as an extra-cost option on the Dynamic A new three-speed "Roto" Hydra-matic
transmission that was smaller and lighter than the previous four-speed unit was introduced as
an option. The Oldsmobile body design represented the after-effect of the recession. While
wheelbases remained the same as in , the overall length and width were reduced slightly â€” a
trend seen throughout all of GM's marques. Body design focused on a trimmer, fuselage
design. At the bottom of the rear quarters, a " skeg "â€”a downward finâ€”jutted outboard to
counterbalance the rearward point of the quarter panel. Round tail lights, one on each side,
were set into the rear cove. For , GM retired the compound curve windshields that it introduced
in , and the much hated body dogleg necessitated by the shape of the windshield. Instead of
adopting the cleaner straight angled "A" pillar, Harley Earl, who was nearing the end of his
tenure at GM, pushed for a small curved switch back, used in â€”62, at the outboard base of the
windshield. Like for the previous model year, there were six body styles: a 2-door sedan, the
Celebrity Sedan 4-door sedan, the Holiday Sedan 4-door hardtop, the Holiday Coupe 2-door
hardtop, the Convertible Coupe drop-top and the Fiesta station wagon, available in both 2- and
3-seat models. All body styles but the 2-door sedan which was the price leader were offered
both as Dynamic 88 and Super In general all models had thicker pillars than the extremely thin
ones found on previous generation models. The Holiday Coupe 2-door hardtop continued the
"bubble top" look. The Holiday Sedan 4-door hardtop had thicker, parallelogram-shaped rear
pillar than its predecessor. The extreme "floating roof" look of the â€” 4-door hardtop, with
wrap-around panoramic rear window and overhanging roof, had been passed on to the pillared
Celebrity Sedanâ€”which had switched from the previous year six-window to a four-window
greenhouse. Six-window sedans continued to be offered in the 98 line. At mid-year, a sporty and
luxurious convertible called the Oldsmobile Starfire was introduced. It was based on the Super
88 ragtop and featured leather bucket seats, center console with floor shifter for the
Hydra-matic transmission incidentally the first U. For , the Oldsmobile 88 received a
"second-year" facelift that included a revised grille and front bumper. Length was increased

somewhat to give the '62 Olds a longer look. Changes to the rear included the removal of the
rear fender skegs personally ordered by GM's Vice President of design Bill Mitchell , who
disliked them , and oval taillights, one on each side for Dynamic and Super 88 models replaced
the 's round units. Changes to the greenhouse included new roof lines for the four-door
Celebrity Sedanâ€”which relinquished the panoramic rear windowâ€”and for the Holiday Coupe
two-door hardtop, which received a new fashionable convertible-inspired roofline abandoning
the "bubble-top" appearance. The two-door sedan, made redundant as entry-level model by the
previous year's introduction of the F compact, was discontinued. Lastly, the Fiesta station
wagon was only partially restyled, retaining most of the 's rear styling; the 3-seat wagon was
now only available as Dynamic All Oldsmobiles featured the "speed bar" speedometer.
Introduced in , the speedometer used a rolling black cylinder with sections painted brilliant
green, yellow and bright red. As the car went from a standing stop forward in speed, the
cylinder rolled, first exposing the green in a window that matched the numeric speed on
stationary speed dial for low speeds, yellow at moderate speeds, and finally red at highway
speeds. For , Oldsmobile would revert to a standard speed needle sweeping over a calibrated
set of speeds instead. Super 88s received tri-tone upholstery and trim. Heaters became
standard equipment on all models, and the push-button controls were located to the right of the
steering wheel column. Vehicles not equipped with air conditioning received push-button
vacuum-operated fresh air vents, called "Summer Ventilation", which replaced the pull level
type vents. This control panel was located on the left of the steering column. Cars equipped
with factory air conditioning replaced the vent control panel with the air conditioning panel,
which also contained its own blower switch. All full-sized Oldsmobiles underwent extensive
body and trim revisions for Most of the underlying basic body structure and rooflines were
carried over from '62 with new exterior sheet metal abandoning the previous years' sculpted
mid-sections; Lincoln Continental-style slab sides and sharper edges being employed overall.
The Starfire gained an exclusive razor-edged roof treatment utilizing a concave backlight similar
to that of the new Pontiac Grand Prix. Different rear quarter panels meant Oldsmobile 88s and
the more expensive 98s were more differentiated than before. Models and drivetrains in both the
Dynamic 88 and Super 88 series were unchanged from The sharp-edged theme continued for ,
Oldsmobile's full-sized cars received a minor face-lift that included revised trim, grilles and
taillights. New that year was the introduction of price leader for the full-sized Oldsmobile series,
the Jetstar 88 , which used the same full-size body as other 88 models but also shared key
components with that year's redesigned F intermediate. The Jetstar 88 used the smaller V8 and
Jetaway Super Turbine two-speed automatic transmission in place of the cubic-inch V8 and
Roto Hydramatic found in other Oldsmobiles, and 9. Oldsmobile also introduced the Jetstar I for
With the introduction of the Jetstar 88, the Dynamic 88 models were elevated a rung up the
ladder for the model year. Only the Dynamic 88s could be in five body styles: four-door pillared
Celebrity Sedan and hardtop Holiday Sedan, two-door hardtop Holiday Coupe, convertible and
2- or 3-seat Fiesta station wagon. The Jetstar 88 didn't offer a station wagon. Total production
for both four-door Super 88 models reached 19, assemblies for the model year. Oldsmobile's
full-size Fiesta wagons and Buick's Estate Wagons introduced in had never been strong sellers.
From to , production per model Super or Dynamic and seating capacity six or nine passenger
never broke 15, units. As Oldsmobile set its sights on more luxury and performance, full-sized
wagons weren't in the mix. The division introduced a new Vista Cruiser wagon in mid that
featured a raised roofline and skylights over the rear seat and cargo area. The models were
offered with six- or nine-passenger seating with all seats facing forward. This allowed
Oldsmobile and Buick, which used the same body and stretch wheelbase for its Sport Wagon to
offer a wagon comparable in overall size to the full-sized Chevrolet Impala and Pontiac Catalina
wagons, but without diluting the cachet of its full-size cars with a utilitarian body style. The
Delta name in was an upscale trim line of the Dynamic 88, the Dynamic 88 Delta , replacing the
previous top-series B-body Olds, the Super Early '65s were referred to as Dynamic 88 Deltas,
but within a few weeks after the start of the model year, Olds began marketing the line as a
separate series known as the Delta All Olds models featured all new styling and engineering.
The B-body cars featured more rounded styling than previous years with Coke-bottle profiles
and semi-fastback rooflines on Holiday two-door hardtop coupes - Jetstar I and Starfire coupes
got a more rounded variation of the squared-off â€”64 roofline with concave rear window shared
by Pontiac's Grand Prix. Also introduced this year was a new cubic-inch Super Rocket V8 with
horsepower ratings ranging from to depending on carburation and compression ratio. The new
three-speed Turbo Hydramatic transmission with torque converter replaced the Roto
Hydramatic used since Also new to the option list for on all B-body cars was a four-speed
manual transmission with Hurst floor shifter, which was a seldom-ordered offering. Few styling
changes other than revised grilles and tail sections marked the full-sized Oldsmobiles. The

sporty Jetstar I series was dropped with a lower-priced Starfire only offered as a hardtop coupe
taking its place. All other series' 88 models were carried over from with a new convertible added
to the Delta 88 line and the same bodystyle dropped from the Jetstar 88 line. Comfortron
permitted the driver to automatically set a year-round temperature at a constant level. The basic
Frigidaire air conditioning unit offered in previous years continued as before and becoming an
increasingly popular option on full-sized Oldsmobiles. Another new option for was a
Tilt-and-Telescopic steering wheel that could be vertically adjusted to six different positions as
well as telescoped outward from the instrument panel to improve driver comfort. For , all GM
full-size cars received a mid cycle freshening that featured fuller body panels. More rounded
styling cues marked all Olds 88 models which received longer hoods and shorter decks and
more sweeping fastback rooflines on 88 Holiday coupes to emulate the styling of Olds'
front-wheel-drive flagship, the Toronado. Olds 88's received a three part front grille made op of
a center prow flanked on either side by headlight pods. For the first time since , the dual
headlights were split apart by parking lights. Taillights for 88's featured a waterfall design.
Interiors made extensive use of wood-tone panels, and bright metal finishes were kept to a
minimum. Model wise, there was more name juggling. The Delmont 88 was introduced for and
produced for just two years, replacing both the Jetstar 88 and Dynamic 88 model lines. The
Delmont featured the V8 as standard and the V8 as an option in and the new stroked "Rocket "
version of the same engine in The was standard on the Delta The Delta 88 gained a new sub
series called the Delta 88 Custom which had a plusher interior than the standard Delta 88
featuring a Strato bench seat in the Holiday Sedan four-door hardtop or, in the Holiday Soupe
two-door hardtop , a choice of either Strato bucket seats with console or Strato bench seat with
armrest. The Delta Custom Holiday Coupe was essentially a successor to the former based
Starfire series offered in previous years â€”66 but with a standard 88 semi-fastback roofline
rather than the Starfire's squared off roof with concave rear window. Another styling cue for the
Delta Custom was the addition of a second set of tail light reflectors set into the lower portion of
the bumper. New options for included front disc brakes, stereo 8-track tape player and a Climate
Combustion Control system for Rocket V8s designed to regulate carburetor air temperature,
boost fuel economy, speed choke warm up and eliminate winter icing to permit easier starting
and more efficient operation in cold weather. The same assortment of and cubic-inch V8
engines were carried over from , as were most transmission offerings except the optional
four-speed manual with Hurst shifter, which was discontinued due to low buyer interest. For ,
the overall design was a carryover. New front end with split grille design that would become an
Olds trademark in coming years highlighted all full-sized Oldsmobiles with horizontal lines on
88's and egg-crate patterns on Ninety-Eights, along with concealed windshield wipers. The split
grille was inspired by fighter aircraft at the time with delta wings and dual air intakes for the jet
engine as introduced on the Convair F Delta Dagger. Horsepower ratings of other Olds engines
included for the two-barrel standard in the Delmont 88, for the four-barrel optional in the
Delmont Both the and two-barrel Rocket V8 engines were designed to use regular gasoline
while the optional and four-barrel carburated "Ultra High Compression" Super Rocket V8s
required premium fuel. The 88 series dropped the Delmont name, leaving the Delta 88 as the
base model of the series. It came standard with a more luxurious interior featuring a notchback
vinyl upholstered bench seat with armrest or Strato bucket seats with optional center console.
For safety, a ceiling mounted shoulder belt was offered in the front seats for both the driver and
right passenger. This arrangement provided five belt buckles in the front bench seat. The
standard engine in the base Delta 88 was a cu in, low compression ratio 9. The two-speed
Jetaway automatic that was previously offered as an option on the smaller engine 88 models
was dropped completely in favor of the GM three-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission
previously only offered with the larger engines. All full-sized Oldsmobiles were completely
restyled for with more squared off bodylines and rooflines for the Holiday coupes and sedans
replacing the semi-fastback look of â€”68, and ventless front windows on all models.
Wheelbases were increased by one-inch to inches 3. Though the models were extensively
restyled, the basic chassis design and inner-body structure was retained along with the roofline
on the pillared four-door Town sedans. The high-beam lights indicator was a red rocket located
on the dash. Also new was a steering column-mounted ignition switch that also locked the
steering wheel when not in use â€” a feature found on all model General Motors passenger cars,
a year before locking steering columns were required by federal mandate starting in Only detail
changes were made for the full-sized Oldsmobiles including a new split grille that no longer
extended to surround the headlights and a slightly revised rear section. Powertrain selections
were carried over from with both and cubic-inch Rocket V8s now featuring "Positive Valve
Rotators" for longer engine life and more efficient operation. A new antenna impregnated into
the windshield was introduced this year that replaced the previous fender-mounted unit and

was included as standard equipment on all cars equipped with a factory radio. Optional radio
was a stereo AM-FM radio and a lower dash mounted eight track tape player. It reached its
maximum size in at an astounding It was available as a pillared four-door Town Sedan, two-door
and four-door Holiday hardtops and a convertible. Series models for included the base Delta 88,
Delta 88 Custom and Delta 88 Royale, the latter inheriting the convertible body style previously
offered on the base Delta All models received fuselage styling somewhat similar to what
Chrysler Corporation introduced on its models, and new rooflines with a more squared off
greenhouse for Town sedans and more rounded lines for Holiday sedans and coupes â€” the
latter receiving reverting to a semi-fastback format. Also new for was the Custom Cruiser
station wagon, the first full-sized Oldsmobile wagon since The Custom Cruiser came standard
with the larger Rocket V8 and utilized the disappearing clamshell tailgate of other full-size GM
wagons. Engine offerings again included and cubic-inch Rocket V8s ranging from to gross
horsepower, all of which featured lowered compression ratios beginning in to enable use of
lower octane regular leaded 91 RON octane, low-lead or unleaded gasoline. Vented power front
disc brakes and variable-ratio power steering were now standard equipment on all 88 models.
During the model year, the Turbo Hydra-matic transmission was added to the standard
equipment list. Other highlights for included a wrap-around instrument panel shared with
Ninety-Eight and Toronado models Toronados had a slightly smoother upper leading edge
design that was highlighted by a large square speedometer and all controls within easy reach of
the driver, and a one-year only Flo-Through ventilation system that utilized vents in the trunklid.
The system used on all GM B-, C- and E-body cars and the Chevrolet Vega , used the heater fan
to draw air into the car from the cowl intake, and force it out through vents in the trunk lid or
tailgate. In theory, passengers could enjoy fresh air even when the car was moving slowly or
stopped, as in heavy traffic. In practice, however, it didn't work. Within weeks of the models'
debut, however, Oldsmobileâ€”and all other GM dealersâ€”received multiple complaints from
drivers who complained the ventilation system pulled cold air into the car before the heater
could warm upâ€”and could not be shut off. The ventilation system was extensively revised for
For , the Delta Custom series was dropped and the Royale series was expanded to include
four-door Town and Holiday sedans. Advertised brake horsepower figures dropped to for the
base two-barrel and for the optional four-barrel Rocket V8s thanks to an industry-wide switch in
power measurements from the previous gross method as measured by a dynamometer with no
accessories attached to the net method in which the power measurements were based upon an
engine "as installed" in a vehicle with all emission controls and accessories hooked up. Only
minor trim changes were made this year that included revised "waterfall" grilles in front and
four-segment taillights in the rear. Inside a revised "Flo-Through" ventilation system utilizing
vents in the doorjambs replaced the version which utilized vents in the trunklid. Model offerings
were the same as with the Delta 88 Royale series now including the sole Olds convertible
offering following the demise of the intermediate Cutlass Supreme convertible after Director
Sam Raimi regularly includes a Delta 88 in his films. Also, new rooflines were featured on
Holiday hardtop coupes with large fixed triangular side windows in the widened "C" pillar.
Unlike the big Chevrolet formal-roof coupes, the Olds retained a small roll-down rear window.
As Oldsmobile completely discontinued two-barrel carbureted engines this year, a new
four-barrel Rocket V8 horsepower became standard equipment with the available as an option.
Other highlights this year included an all-new flat instrument panel shared with Ninety-Eight and
Toronado models with horizontal sweep speedometer and "Message Center" system of warning
lights replacing the wrap-around dash of previous years. A new and seldom-ordered option
available on all full-sized Olds models and Toronados were driver's and passenger's-side
airbags â€” among the first to be offered in a production automobile. The Delta 88 Royale ragtop
was again the only convertible offered by Olds. Detail changes for included revised grilles and
taillights along with new rear quarter windows for pillared and Holiday sedans â€” the latter's
design similar to an opera window in September All engines were hooked up to a catalytic
converter that not only mandated the use of unleaded gasoline but also spelled the end of dual
exhaust systems. Just under Delta 88 Royale convertibles were built in as Oldsmobile made a
concerted effort to target the convertible buyer market at the time. The headline on a print ad for
a Olds Delta 88 Royale convertible stated, "Today a beautiful Olds convertible. Tomorrow, a
collector's item". The featured car in the ad was a red Delta 88 Royale rag top. For , the final
year of this generation, all Olds 88s received revised grille work, rectangular headlamps and
parking lamps directly below instead of in the bumper, with Delta 88 Royale models also getting
spring-loaded stand-up hood ornaments. It was also the final year for the Holiday hardtop
coupes and sedans, along with the Rocket V8 and the optional airbag system that would
generally become universal on production cars and trucks some 15 years later. A one-year only
option on Delta 88 Royale Holiday coupes was the Royale Crown Landau package that included

a stainless steel roof bar, padded rear quarter vinyl roof, special hood ornament and
color-keyed wheelcovers. Both base Delta 88 and Royale models were now only offered in two
pillared body styles; a two-door coupe and a four-door Town Sedan. The â€” Custom Cruiser
was now based on the Delta 88's B-body rather than the Ninety-Eight's C-body thus also sharing
the coil spring suspension, rather than the multi- leaf spring and came with a two-way tailgate
rather than the clamshell of â€”76 models. A fuel economy gauge was optional. Initially, the
Oldsmobile engine came in California and high-altitude cars, the Chevrolet engine came in cars
with Federal emissions equipment. Oldsmobile's new was the top engine option and came with
a THM transmission. The use of a Chevrolet engine caused a situation known as the
"Chevy-mobile" affair. GM settled with some Oldsmobile owners by offering them warranty
extensions for the Chevrolet-engined Oldsmobiles, or the option of returning those cars in
exchange for an Oldsmobile with a genuine Rocket V8. The "return car" option wasn't
commonly chosen, because the owner had to pay GM for mileage driven, which could become
expensive. This began the era of "corporate" engines, and for many years GM advertisements
would include a disclaimer stating '"Oldsmobiles or other divisions are equipped with engines
manufactured by various GM divisions, subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide. As in previous
years, base Delta 88 and Royale models differed mainly in exterior and interior trim. The new
dash was highlighted with woodgrain trim. The dimmer switch moved from the floor to the
turn-signal lever. For , a Holiday 88 coupe was added to the lineup, featuring Strato bucket seats
along with console and floor shifter, Super Stock wheels and two-tone paint schemes. All 88
models received new grilles and revised taillights with drivetrains the same as except for the
addition of the Diesel V8 to the option list. The model year saw the addition of a new Delta 88
Royale Brougham series, which included plush "pillowed" seat trim similar to the Ninety-Eight.
All models again received revised grilles and other minor changes. It was the last year for the
V8 as federal fuel-economy mandates spelled the end of larger engines in order to meet those
requirements. For , all 88s got new and more aerodynamic sheetmetal for improved fuel
economy highlighted by rounded square taillights similar to mids 88s, but overall dimensions
stayed the same and coupes received a revised roofline. All other engines except the
now-discontinued were carried over from Only minor grille and taillight lens revisions
highlighted the Delta 88s. The gasoline Rocket V8 was dropped from the option list, leaving only
the diesel version available. Also new for was GM's Turbo-Hydramatic R transmission, which
added an overdrive gear and torque converter clutch TCC to contribute to fuel economy and
engine longevity. The sporty Holiday 88 coupe was offered for the last time this year. The model
year saw only minor trim changes for Delta 88, Royale and Royale Brougham models. For , all
Oldsmobile 88s received new grilles, hood ornaments and minor trim revisions, including new
steering wheels. This would be the last year for the base Delta 88 line, leaving only the Royale
and Royale Brougham. Engine offerings were down to three, a standard Buick cubic-inch V6 , or
optional Oldsmobile V8s including the Rocket and Diesel. For , all Delta 88s were now Royale or
Royale Brougham models. Styling highlights included new grille inserts and red and amber
taillights replacing the red lenses. At midyear, a new Royale Brougham LS was added to the 88
line, almost simultaneously with the introduction of a new and downsized front-wheel drive
Ninety-Eight. With the Ninety-Eight being downsized and converted to front-drive, the Royale
Brougham LS model of the 88 was now the largest and most luxurious rear-wheel drive car
offered by Oldsmobile. Custom Cruiser wagons continued with the same styling changes found
on other 88 models. Only minor changes marked the model, which was in its last year before a
major downsizing and conversion to front-wheel-drive. The '85 88s would be the last full-sized
Oldsmobile sedans and coupes to feature rear-wheel-drive, Rocket V8 power, and
body-on-frame construction. Though the 88 sedans and coupes were downsized and switched
to front-drive for , the Custom Cruiser station wagons would continue virtually unchanged
through the model year, and eventually become the only Oldsmobile model powered by an
Oldsmobile Rocket V8 engine , for which production ended in after 42 years. For , the Delta 88
Royale switched platforms from the GM B platform to the smaller front-wheel drive H platform ,
with a wheelbase of Due to the federal mandate to add passive restraints, door mounted seat
belts were added for For , rear shoulder belts were added and anti-lock brakes became an
option. For , the "Delta" name was dropped, as was the hood ornament, leaving the model to
simply become the "Eighty Eight," now spelled out instead of using the "88" in numerical form.
Also that year, the amber color was deleted from the taillights and a driver side airbag became
an available option. The Eighty Eight Royale was given a mild facelift in , eliminating the former
chromed grille for a body-colored fascia with four slots and the Oldsmobile Rocket logo. In the
rear, new taillights and backup lights extended across the body; once again, chrome trim was
deleted. Minor revisions were also made to the interior. Part of the door panel was revised and
the model also offered new cloth for the seats while the pillow cushion seats on the Brougham

were discontinued. A revised armrest console was added which provided more room. Various
previously optional features such as pulse wipers and tilt steering wheel became standard. This
generation of Delta 88s has an optional voice diagnostic system that alerted the driver of
problems. In the event of a warning, the door chime plays three times rapidly and then played
the voice alert. This happens twice in case the driver misses the warning the first time; every
alert also has a corresponding light on the instrument cluster. The Oldsmobile Eighty Eight was
redesigned for , following the redesign of the Ninety Eight the previous year. This was the last
Eighty Eight or 88 model from Oldsmobile along with its performance LSS and Regency models
before being discontinued in and being replaced in with the Aurora. The 3. It is important to
note, however, early LSS models were rarely equipped with the Supercharged engine. The LSS
was originally a trim level package on the 88 starting in In the LSS received Aurora-inspired
seats. After the demise of the Ninety-Eight in , Oldsmobile added the Regency to the and
lineups, which used the same front fenders and chrome grille as the Ninety-Eight sedan but
kept the standard Eighty-Eight body. The Regency featured a long list of standard features
including traction control, leather upholstery, dual 6-way power seats with power lumbar and a
driver's side memory function, a dual-zone automatic climate control system, and an electronic
level control for the rear suspension. A driver's side electrochromic outside mirror was also
standard on the Regency, a feature that even Cadillac didn't offer as standard equipment. All
four vehicles used the same The suspension tuning, interior appointments, and certain exterior
trim was used to differentiate the three models. The finished product, Guidestar, was a hard
disk-based system that offered satellite navigation for 17 states but lacked live traffic updates. It
was the first on-board navigation system to be offered on a US production car, the Oldsmobile
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automobile production resumed post- World War II. It was, as it would remain, the division's
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Oldsmobile during the late s and s. From through Oldsmobile had two series: "F" and "L".
F-Series came with a straight 6 engine and L-Series came with a larger body and a straight 8
engine. In the even larger C-body was introduced to Oldsmobile and it alone was powered by
the straight In order to differentiate it from the previous year's Series 80 it was named Series 90
there was no Series 80 that year. The series were also given names for the first time that year
with the Series 60, 70, and 90 being called the Special, Dynamic, and Custom Cruiser
respectively. In both engines were offered on each series so to differentiate between the two the

second digit was used to denote the number of cylinders, so the Custom Cruiser 90 was
replaced with the Custom Cruiser 96 and In Oldsmobile dropped the six cylinder Series 90
model leaving only the Custom Cruiser When combined with a column mounted shift lever the
cars offered true six passenger comfort. These changes had clearly been influenced by the
Cadillac Sixty Special. The 90 rode on a wheelbase of A total of 43, 90s were sold in four body
styles. The rarest was the 4-door convertible with only 50 being sold. In the wheelbase was
increased to A deluxe equipment package was now offered. The top-of-the line Oldsmobile was
available in three body styles on the 96 and in four body styles on the Rarest of these was the
4-door convertible which was exclusive to the Only were sold in and this would be the only time
this body style was ever offered on the The other three body styles were a convertible coupe , a
club coupe fastback and a 4-door sedan. This was also the only year in Oldsmobile history that
a 96, a 90 series car with a six-cylinder engine, was available. Hydramatic automatic
transmission , first introduced in October , was a popular option. A total of 24, 98s and 6, 96s
were sold in In the Custom Cruiser 98 was once again the Oldsmobile entrant into the luxury
market. Gone was the single year offering of the All cars in this series were powered by the
straight eight engine. Also gone in this shortened model year was the ultra rare 4-door
convertible. An exclusive A total of 6, 98s were made before production was shut down due to
the war. To celebrate the company's 44th anniversary at the time, all Oldsmobiles were installed
with a small badge on the grille with "B44" attached. This was not a model designation. Again in
the Custom Cruiser 98 was the top of the Oldsmobile line. Three body styles were offered a
4-door sedan, a 2-door Club coupe and a 2-door convertible and all were eight cylinder
powered. Technical features included electro hardened pistons, full pressure lubrication and
automatic choke with fast idle mode. Standard equipment included front and rear bumper
guards, vacuum booster pump, dual sun visors, cigarette lighter and plastic radiator ornament,
wraparound bumpers, Deluxe instrument cluster clock, rear armrest, and foam rubber sheet
cushions. Tire size was 7. Available upholstery was either leather , broadcloth , or Bedford cord.
In the top of the line Custom Cruiser 98 again had three body styles. This was the last year for
the 98 prewar body. All 98s had the straight eight engine. Standard 98 equipment included
safety glass, spare wheel and tire, dual horns, vacuum booster pump, cigarette lighter, and a
solenoid starter system. Upholstery was either custom broadcloth or leather. Standard tire size
was 7. An electric clock was standard in For the first time since Oldsmobile offered totally
different styling during a single model year. The top of the line Oldsmobile 98 was also included
in a marketing campaign for what Oldsmobile called Futuramic on all Oldsmobiles primarily
focused on the automatic transmission Oldsmobile Futuramic introduction. Standard equipment
on 98s included a solenoid starter, fender skirts, E-Z-l rearview mirror, and foam rubber seat
cushions. The 98s also included front and rear bumper guards, vacuum booster pump, plastic
radiator ornament, dual horns, dual sun visors, and cigarette lighter. Deluxe equipment added
front and rear floor mats, Deluxe steering wheel, wheel trim rings, rear seat armrests, and
hydraulic window, seat and top controls on all convertibles. Upholstery was either broadcloth or
leather. The standard tire size was 6. With the introduction of new postwar styling Custom
Cruiser 98 was renamed the Futuramic The Custom Cruiser name would be revived to denote
full-size Oldsmobile station wagons in The new styling was apparently popular with a record 65,
98s sold, exceeding the number of 90s sold in for the first time. The following year the new
styling was joined by a new engine, the now famous Rocket V8. In February , several months
into the model year, General Motors introduced three highly styled "hardtop convertible"
coupes, the Oldsmobile 98 Holiday , the Cadillac Series 62 Coupe de Ville , and the Buick
Roadmaster Riviera , the first hardtop coupes ever produced. The Holiday was exclusive to the
98 series that year. Available in four special Holiday colors, as well as four two-tone
combinations, it was priced the same as the convertible, and was similarly equipped, with
hydraulically operated windows and seat. Only 3, Holidays were sold in its first year compared
to 20, Club coupes. Total sales reached 93, in , setting yet another record. The Oldsmobile 98
repeated its precedent of previewing some of next years styling cues for the The 98 was
restyled after only two years. It was the first totally slab sided Oldsmobile and the first sedan
with wraparound rear windows. A 4-door 98 fastback appeared for one year only in and was
called the Town Sedan , selling only 1, units. Standard equipment included bumper guards, dual
horns, parking lamps, dome light, rubber floor mats, aluminum sill plates, foam rubber seat
cushions, chrome interior trim, lined luggage compartment and counterbalanced trunk lid.
Deluxe 98 equipment included rear seat armrest, Deluxe electric clock, Deluxe steering wheel
and horn button, special door trim and stainless steel wheel trim rings. Upholstery choices
spanned nylon fabric, striped broadcloth or leather. In , Oldsmobile stopped naming the 98
series and so from then through , with the exception of when it was called the Starfire 98, and in
when it was called the Classic 98, it was simply known as the Oldsmobile Sales of the 98

Holiday nearly tripled to , approaching the 11, sold of the Club coupe. Given the rapidly growing
popularity of the 2-door Holiday hardtop, was the last year for the pillared Club coupe. Total
sales set yet another record of , The 98 topped the Oldsmobile line again for with Three body
styles available. The 4-door sedan and convertible came only with Deluxe equipment, while the
Holiday hardtop was available with either Deluxe or Standard trim. The 98 standard equipment
included bumper guards, cigarette lighter, dome light, rubber floor mats, stainless steel
moldings, lined trunk, illuminated ashtray, foam rubber seat cushions and extra chrome
moldings. Deluxe equipment was special rear door ornament, rear center armrests, Deluxe
electric clock, Deluxe steering wheel with horn ring and special chrome trim. Upholstery
choices were nylon cord, nylon cloth and leather. The pillared Club coupe was no longer
offered. With the only choice in a closed 2-door 98 now being the hardtop, Holiday sales nearly
doubled to 17, units. From the car, which remained as the top of the line Oldsmobile, began to
be called Ninety-Eight. Standard equipment on the three body styles included bumper guards,
gray rubber floor mats front and rear, electric clock, dual horns, aluminum door sill plates,
chrome gravel guards, foam rubber seat cushions, turn signals, carpeting front and rear,
stainless steel wheel trim rings, windshield washer, and Deluxe steering wheel with horn ring.
Upholstery selection was broadcloth or six colors of leather. Standard tire size was 8. For the
first time power steering was an option. Another new option was the Autronic Eye , an
automatic headlight dimmer, which in its initial year was shared only with Cadillac. New in , the
Fiesta joined the Cadillac Series 62 Eldorado and Buick Roadmaster Skylark as top-of-the-line,
limited-production specialty convertibles introduced that year by General Motors to promote its
design leadership. It featured a cut-down belt line, a wraparound windshield that was 3 76
inches lower than the standard Ninety-Eight's windshield, and special "spinner" hubcaps, which
became a trademark on later Oldsmobiles. Virtually every Oldsmobile option was standard
except air conditioning, regarded as unnecessary at the time in a convertible. Mechanically, the
Fiesta had a special version of the Ninety-Eight engine which gained 5 horsepower to through
manifold streamlining and compression increased from 8. A four speed Hydramatic automatic
transmission and faster rear axle rato were designed to keep the pound shipping weight Fiesta
more than a standard Ninety-Eight convertible up to Oldsmobile performance standards.
Standard equipment for included bumper guards, electric clock, lined trunk, dual horns,
cigarette lighter, chrome moldings, twin interior sun visors, rear seat robe rails, special rear
stainless steel trim, chrome window ventiplanes, windshield washer, and Deluxe steering wheel
with horn ring. In a padded safety dash also became standard on the Ninety-Eight. The Fiesta
convertible would be gone the next year but its name would be resurrected in for Oldsmobile
station wagons. In , Oldsmobiles were redesigned across the line, with a three body style
Ninety-Eight series at the top. Convertibles were dubbed Starfires , after the previous year's
Starfire dream car. Standard Ninety-Eight equipment included bumper guards, rubber simulated
carpets front and rear, electric clock, lined trunk, dual horns, cigarette lighter, aluminum door
sill plates, turn signals, chrome rocker panel moldings, deck lid ornament, foam rubber seat
cushions, padded dash, [2] parking brake light, courtesy light package, stainless steel wheel
discs, windshield washer, and Deluxe steering wheel with horn ring. Upholstery choices were
nylon and leather, in a variety of colors. A slightly modified Holiday Coupe was used as a press
car during the final Carrera Panamericana in Air conditioning was provided by Frigidaire
optionally on sedans and hardtops, which consisted of a self contained unit that was retrofited
at the customers request. In the Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight again had a longer wheelbase than the
Standard equipment included turn signals, bumper guards, stainless steel molfings, dual horns,
cigarette lighter, front and rear floor mats, inside rearview mirror, foam rubber seat cushions,
stainless steel rocker panel moldings, front seatback robe cord, spun glass hood insulation,
rear window ventiplanes, electric clock, stainless steel wheel discs, custom cushion lounge
seats front and rear, hand brake light, courtesy light package, padded dash, Deluxe steering
wheel with horn ring, and windshield washer. Upholstery choices were covert and pattern cloth,
leather and pattern cloth, leather and nylon, and leather and dimple leather. The optional air
conditioning unit was moved to the engine bay instead of the trunk. Perhaps because of the
popularity of the new 4-door hardtop body style total Ninety-Eight sales set a new record of ,
Again in the top of the line Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight series had an exclusive Power came from
the horsepower Rocket V8 shared with the Super Standard equipment included armrests,
bumper guards, lined trunk, rotary door latches, dual horns, cigarette lighter, turn signals,
rubber floor mats, aluminum door sill plates, sun visors, front and rear carpeting, foam rubber
seat cushions, courtesy lights, front fender medallions, deck lid "Ninety-Eight " script, back-up
light moldings, electric clock, Jetaway Hydramatic Drive, padded dash, power steering,
windshield washers and Deluxe steering wheel. Upholstery choices were pattern cloth and
leather in a variety of colors and combinations. Royal , Goodrich , or Firestone. The parking

brake was now a foot pedal. The Oldsmobile line underwent a sweeping reengineering in , with a
3-piece rear window making a reappearance on some models. Once again the 4-door 98's were
at the top, this year officially titled Starfire Upholstery choices included a variety of cloth,
Morocceen vinyl , and leather. Standard tire size was 9. A major styling change was seen in The
Ninety-Eight series again had its own exclusive wheelbase of Four body styles were available.
Standard series equipment included four headlights, oil filter, turn signals, printed circuit
instrument cluster, aluminum anodized grille, padded dash, foam rubber padded seat cushions,
courtesy lights, parking brake light, special side moldings, chrome rocker panel moldings,
Jetaway Hydramatic transmission, power steering and brakes, dual exhaust, electric clock,
color accented wheel discs, and chrome wheel frames. Interiors could be ordered in a variety of
colored leathers, cloth, and Morocceen. Standard tires were 8. Air suspension was added as an
option. For , the Oldsmobile line-up was completely redesigned. Oldsmobile stayed with its top
series format by offering four body styles on an exclusive For and only, the hardtop body styles
were dubbed "Holiday SceniCoupe" and "Holiday SportSedan" respectively, while the
convertible continued the traditional "Convertible Coupe" moniker. Each body style had a
distinctive greenhouse , shared with other GM cars. The 4-door sedan had six side windows and
a sloping roof; the 2-door hardtop had a very large rear window and thin pillars; the 4-door
hardtop sported a "floating roof" look, with a large wrap-around rear window. Standard
equipment included oil filter, turn signals, air scoop brakes, Safety spectrum speedometer,
rocker panel moldings, special emblems, parking brake light, sponge vinyl headliner, deep twist
carpeting, electric clock, wheel trim moldings, power steering, power brakes, and Jetaway
Hydramatic Drive. Interiors were selected from leather, Morocceen vinyl, or cloth in different
colors. In , once again the top of the line Oldsmobile series was the Ninety-Eight. Oldsmobile
cars were completely restyled, while keeping the underlying structure and rooflines of the
models. All four body styles were carried over, and the four-door sedan was renamed "Celebrity
Sedan"â€”a designation used only one year on the Ninety-Eight, but that was continued on 88
sedans up to Standard equipment included Safety-vee steering wheel, turn signals, air scoop
brakes, electric windshield wipers, safety-spectrum speedometer, carpets with rubber inserts,
padded dash, courtesy lamps, wheel trim rings, Star-lite headliner, two-speed windshield
wipers, chrome roof side moldings, Jetaway Hydramatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, windshield washers, electric clock, and deep twist carpeting. Upholstery was fabric,
leather, or Morocceen in a variety of colors. An anti-spin rear axle was optional. For , and only,
the Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight was renamed Classic 98 ; nevertheless, most factory literature
refers to the line as the Ninety-Eight. The "Holiday Sedan" name was transferred to it, and the
4-door 4-window hardtop body style was instead called the "Sport Sedan". This was the first
time not all Oldsmobile hardtops were called Holidays. The sedan, which like in the two
previous two years was a 6-window body style, was now called the "Town Sedan". Another
peculiarity of the models was that, with the exception of the convertible, no 98 body styles
shared its roofline with the Overall sales plunged from 59, to 43,, probably due to the
introduction of the new Starfire series, the 98's low point following the production record set in
Standard equipment included padded dash, Safety spectrum speedometer, floating propeller,
air scoop brakes, two-speed windshield wipers, Safety-Vee steering wheel, parking brake lamp,
courtesy lamps, oil filter, windshield washer, electric clock, Roto Hydramatic transmission,
power steering and power brakes. Upholstery was vinyl, cloth or leather. It was dubbed the
"Skyrocket" from Unfortunately for loyal Oldsmobile customers, GM management on Woodward
Avenue in Detroit were focusing on cost savings per vehicle by this time, a philosophy later
called "less car for more money" by the s. Replacing those time-tested four speed units was a
much cheaper to build three speed unit, the Roto Hydramatic. This transmission had no front
fluid coupling at all, and utilized a single "fill-and-dump" coupling to perform double duty as
both a fluid coupling in third speed while having a third reaction member, which Olds called an
"Accel-O-Rotor," which was actually a small stator, thus giving some limited torque
multiplication in first. In theory, the "Accel-O-Rotor" would provide the same multiplication
range in first as both the first and second gears of the four speed unit without all the hardware It
was also unique at that time, in that second speed was pure mechanical connection from engine
to rear end The big problem with this unit in the Oldsmobiles and lower line Pontiacs of the
same era was engine speed would race wildly in first, and then hit a "brick wall" of a very steep
RPM decline in second, which was equivalent to third gear in the four speed Jetaway
Hydramatic. Customer complaints caused many dealers and independent transmission shops
to wholesale replace the Roto Hydramatic in these cars with older or contemporary, from a
Pontiac Star Chief or Bonneville HM four speed Hydramatic. The largest Oldsmobiles were again
the Ninety-Eights. Five body styles were offered including three 4-doors plus an open and a
closed 2-door. Ninety-Eights were well appointed with standard equipment including padded

dash, guard beam frame, live rubber body cushions, coil springs, foam rubber seats, two-speed
windshield wipers, parking brake lights, courtesy lamp package, special moldings, Roto
Hydramatic, power brakes, power steering, power windows and power seat. Interiors were
leather, vinyl or cloth. Again, in , the top-of-the-line Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight had an exclusive A
new body style was the Custom Sports Coupe hardtop. It was the only body style with the
horsepower Starfire engine. The convention of naming all hardtops Holidays would not again
return until Standard equipment included die-cast grille, deep pile carpeting, gallon fuel tank,
full-flow oil filter, foam seat cushions, foot-operated parking brake, two-speed windshield
wipers, special molding package, Deluxe steering wheel, map light, heavy duty air cleaner,
courtesy lights, Roto Hydramatic, power brakes, power steering, special rocker panel moldings,
self-regulating electric clock, dual rear seat cigarette lighters and special headliner. Malcolm X
owned a Oldsmobile Ninety-Eightâ€”black, 4-door, hardtop - it is on display in the north lobby of
the Malcolm X College on the near west side of Chicago. In the top of the line Ninety-Eight
series was offered in six body styles in 2-door, 4-door and convertible configurations. Standard
equipment included: Roto Hydramatic; power steering, brakes, windows and seats; windshield
washer; special wheel discs; clock; courtesy and map lights and padded dash. Upholstery was
a variety of colored cloth, vinyl and leather. Ninety-Eights were now built only in Lansing. The
Ninety-Eight was completely redesigned from the ground up along with other full-sized General
Motors cars but retained the larger C-body shared with Cadillac and Buick Electra in contrast
with the B-body used in the Oldsmobile The Ninety-Eight featured many of the lines found on
88s but with more squared off styling. The exclusive Ninety-Eight wheelbase had five body
styles. The Custom Sport Coupe was gone and the 4-door 6-window body styles were replaced
with 4-door 4-window body styles. The Luxury Sedan was no longer a hardtop but featured a
more luxurious interior along with more standard amenities than the Town Sedan such as
power seats. Most Ninety-Eight Luxury Sedans also had vinyl roofs, which were offered only in
black that year. For the first time since all hardtops were once again called Holidays. Standard
equipment included automatic transmission, power steering and brakes, power windows, clock,
padded dash, foam padded seats, parking brake light, Deluxe steering wheel, special wheel
covers, windshield washer and two-speed electric wipers, courtesy and glovebox lamps, and
front seat belts. A new three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic automatic transmission with torque
converter replaced the dismal three speed Roto Hydramatic that Oldsmobile had been using for
the last three model years. Along with the transmission and redesigned platform, the engine
was also new for Ninety-Eights were built only in Lansing. Between and Oldsmobile
commissioned Cotner-Bevington to build professional cars , ambulances and hearses , using
the large Ninety-Eight chassis. Ironically, during the '60's , the only Oldsmobile professionally
made into a limousine was the smaller Toronado , known as the AQC Jetway Some luxury
market buyers purchased either the Starfires or the new Toronados in but the Ninety-Eight
remained the full-size top-of-the-line Oldsmobile. Five models, including a trio of 4-doors were
available. Standard equipment included: Turbo-Hydramatic transmission; power steering,
brakes, windows and seats; special wheel covers; front and rear seat belts; carpeting;
windshield washer and two-speed wipers; foam seat cushions; electric clock and special
armrests on selected models. Upholstery was cloth, vinyl and leather. Ninety-Eights were built
in Lansing. In the sporty elegance of the Starfire was gone. The Ninety-Eight and the Toronado
were now Oldsmobile's remaining top level luxury cars. There were five Ninety-Eight body
styles available. Standard Ninety-Eight trim included: armrests, power brakes, dual cigarette
lighters, electric clock, carpeting, lamp package, molding package, seat belts, power seats,
power steering, Turbo-Hydramatic and power windows. Upholstery was cloth, vinyl or leather.
Ninety-Eight models were built in Lansing. The split grille appearance, which had been
implemented in on the Cutlass and 88 series models appeared on the 98 series. In Oldsmobile
continued to produce five well appointed Ninety-Eight body styles. Standard equipment
included: dual master cylinder, four way flasher, energy-absorbing steering column, back-up
lights, side marker lights, seat belts, cross-flow radiator, rear armrest ashtrays, power brakes,
electric clock, special moldings, shoulder belts, Deluxe steering wheel, power steering,
carpeted trunk and Turbo-Hydramatic transmission. Ninety-Eight production was in Lansing. It
was the largest Oldsmobile product offered and now had a Six body styles were now available
with a hardtop version of the Luxury Sedan added to the lineup. New to the Ninety-Eight series
were a recessed padded instrument panel, anti-theft lock within the steering column, rear view
mirror map light, mini-buckle seat belts, and deeply padded head restraints. Standard
equipment included: power brakes, self-regulating electric clock, full carpeting, courtesy lamps,
paint stripes, power seat adjuster, seat belts and shoulder harnasses, power steering, Deluxe
steering wheel, power windows, Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, custom sport seat, foam
padded front seat, and wheel discs hub caps. The Ninety-Eight's standard engine was still the

Rocket which required premium leaded gas. All Ninety-Eights were made in Lansing and had
the code letter M. Some of the available options were a tilt-telescope steering wheel, instant
horn, four season air conditioning with comfortron, tinted glass windshield, 6-way power seat,
divided front seat with dual controls, power trunk release vacuum , power door locks, power
front disc brakes , AM-FM stereo radio, rear seat speaker, stereo tape player 8-track , power
operated antenna, door edge guards, cruise control, left outside remote control mirror,
cornering lamps, anti-spin rear axle, vinyl roof , flo-thru ventilation, and safety sentinel. Of the
Ninety-Eight series, the 's were the only models to have an attached hood extension. After
receiving numerous complaints from dealership mechanics about hitting their heads on the
extension, Oldsmobile changed the style of the hood in , removing the extension, which
resulted in a flat hood design. In , the Ninety-Eights were the largest Oldsmobiles. They still
shared the luxury side of Oldsmobile business with the Toronado. Standard equipment
included: Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, power steering, power brakes with front discs, power
windows, power seats, Deluxe steering wheel, electric clock and full wheel discs. Standard tire
size was J Interiors were vinyl, cloth or leather. The length grew to Oldsmobile built its biggest
full-size car in although wheelbase was unchanged from The Ninety-Eights were the roomiest
Oldsmobiles ever built thanks to the new GM full-size bodies which, at The through Ninety-Eight
was very similar to the Oldsmobile 88 which by now was called the "Delta 88" except the
Ninety-Eight had a longer passenger compartment owing to its 3" longer wheelbase, and had
rear Cadillac -esque tailfins to better differentiate between the two full-size models. Despite this,
a few and Ninety Eights were released from this catalytic converter requirement in Canada and
were given certification along with exemption from requiring unleaded gasoline. V8s were
progressively detuned as production wore on in line with tighter emission standards. Trunk
mounted louvers for the flow through ventilation system were only found on models as in many
other GM models of The louvers were moved to the doorjambs for models. From to ,
Oldsmobile's full-sized Custom Cruiser station wagon shared the The number of body styles
was reduced to four for The convertible was gone as were the 4-door sedan body styles. A new
body style was the Luxury Coupe. For the first time ever all Oldsmobile Ninety-Eights were now
hardtops , and for the first time since not all hardtops were called Holidays. Standard equipment
included armrests, front and rear, power brakes with front discs, electric clock, carpeting, inside
hood release, lamp package, power seat, power steering and Turbo-Hydramatic transmission.
Interiors were vinyl, cloth and leather. Ninety-Eights were built in both Linden and Lansing. Four
body styles were offered in the Ninety-Eight series for Standard equipment included: Deluxe
armrests, dual ashtrays, power brakes with front discs, electric clock, carpeting, interior hood
release, remote control outside mirror, molding package, interior light package, windshield
radio antenna, power seat, power steering, spare tire cover and Turbo-Hydramatic transmission.
A midyear version of the 4-door hardtop named the Regency was produced to commemorate
Oldsmobile's 75th year as an automaker. For the first time in 17 years the Ninety-Eight set a new
sales record of , In a five body style Ninety-Eight series was at the top end of the Oldsmobile
line. The 75th anniversary Regency 4-door hardtop continued, following its successful mid
introduction. Standard equipment included: Deluxe armrests, dual ashtrays, power brakes with
front discs, cigarette lighter, carpeting, inside hood release, dome light, molding package,
windshield radio antenna, foam sheet cushions, power steering, Deluxe steering wheel,
Turbo-Hydramatic transmission and wheel opening covers. Standard tire size was L Upholstery
was vinyl or cloth. The Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight set another record of , sold. The Ninety-Eight
was now Oldsmobile's longest running series dating back to , and was still popular. Five
models were offered with the Regency Coupe taking the place of the Luxury Coupe. Standard
equipment included: power brakes with front discs, cigarette lighter, electric clock, interior
hood release, lamp package, molding package, remote control outside mirror, windshield radio
antenna, power steering, Deluxe steering wheel, spare tire cover, power windows, power seat
and Turbo-Hydramatic transmission. From to the Ninety-Eight reached a record length of It is
also worth to note that Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight 4-door hardtop was the longest car with that
body style sold that year, since the longer Lincoln Continental , Cadillac Sixty Special and
Cadillac Series 75 were basically sedans and Lincoln Continental came only with one hardtop
body style: the 2-door. Very few cars were so equipped. The number of Ninety-Eight body styles
was reduced in Four were available consisting of coupes or 4-door hardtops in Luxury or
Regency trim. Two door models were no longer hardtops. Standard equipment included: power
brakes with front discs, cigarette lighter, electric clock, electronic ignition, hood release,
bumper impact strips, lamp package, CID engine, molding package, remote-controlled outside
mirror, power seat, power windows, power steering, Deluxe steering wheel, chrome wheel discs
and Turbo-Hydramatic transmission. In the Luxury and Regency editions of the full-size
Ninety-Eights were offered, in 2-door coupes or 4-door hardtops. A landau roof option for the

coupe gave it a huge-looking opera window. Like the Custom Cruiser, Ninety-Eights had a dual
section eggcrate-design grille, with new front end panel, front bumper, and wraparound
horizontal parking lamps. Amber marker lenses aligned with the headlamps wrapped around the
fender sides. Separate clear cornering lamps had horizontal ribs. Vertical taillamps were
decorated with a small emblem in each lens. Tiny back-up lamps stood alongside the license
plate, on a panel that also contained small red lenses next to the tail lamps. Standard
Ninety-Eight equipment included a CID Rocket V8 with 4-barrel carburetor, Turbo-Hydramatic,
vari-ratio power steering, power brakes, power driver's seat, driver's door armrest control
console, electronic message center, electric clock, fold-down center armrests, front ashtray,
and JR78 x 15 blackwall steel-belted radials. Rear fender skirts and bumper impact strips were
also standard. A new 2. For the model year, the Limited Edition Regency was offered to
commemorate Oldsmobile's 75th anniversary. Each Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight Regency was
registered at Tiffany's and included the specially styled interior with black or covert gold "pillow
effect" velour upholstery, and power split bench seat, in place of the power bench seat with a
rear clock. Tiffany touches include the Tiffany Gold paint an exclusive custom metallic color
created especially for this car , the clock has also been specially styled by Tiffany's and bears a
white Oldsmobile emblem above Tiffany's name on a golden face. Each Regency owner
received a distinctive sterling silver key ring as a gift. If they were lost, the keys could be
dropped in a mailbox, and Tiffany's would return them to the owner. A total of 2, 75th
anniversary Ninety-Eight Regency cars were built, all of them four-door hardtops. In the
non-anniversary Regency stayed in the line up slotted just above the LS. The Regency package
would remain available on the Ninety Eight through the model year when it would become a
separate model nameplate. The model was extensively redone and downsized, like the Delta The
new models, at around pounds curb weight, were over pounds lighter, but headroom and rear
seat legroom were increased compared to equivalent models. The Oldsmobile V8 was now the
standard engine. The Ninety-Eight set a new sales record of , A four-door sedan and a two-door
hardtop coupe were available. A diesel version of the was added in Beginning in , production of
the Ninety-Eight was exclusive to Lansing as Linden Assembly was retooled to build the E-body
cars. Base LS models were available as sedans only, and the premium Regency model came as
either a coupe or a sedan. A limited production top level Regency LX sedan was also offered for
The Ninety-Eight was restyled for , along with the Delta The was dropped completely. The
models received new exterior sheet metal, without drastically changing the look of the car. To
improve aerodynamics and fuel economy the hood was sloped downward, while the trunk area
was higher. This also gave all models a heavier, more substantial appearance, while even
slightly increasing interior and trunk space. The gas engine was dropped that same year,
completely replaced by the smaller A redesigned steering wheel and slightly revised instrument
panel were also new that year. While the model used a V6 engine, the model designation stayed
as "Oldsmobile 98" instead of being called the "Oldsmobile 96". The traditional naming
convention established in the late 's used the second number as the number of cylinders. The
models received a new grille but were otherwise unchanged. An optional 8-track tape player and
the 4. These cars were actually sold concurrently with the new front-wheel drive model. The new
Regency Brougham model was introduced for and available for the sedan model only. This car
featured plush "Prima" velour seats with embroidered emblems, cut pile carpeting, and
electroluminescent opera lamps on the B-pillars. Wire wheel discs were also standard as well as
Tungsten halogen headlamps, cornering lamps, full padded vinyl roof, and a tilt steering wheel.
Regency became the new 'base' model as the LS was discontinued. Buyers seemed to prefer
this new, more manageable Ninety-Eight, as model year sales, at , units, were more than double
's 76, units, an all-time sales record. As in previous years, the Ninety-Eight was available as a
4-door sedan and a 2-door coupe, in either Regency or Regency Brougham trim. Both models
came with standard velour seating, with Sierra grain leather optional on both. V8 engines were
gone for good, never to return to the Ninety-Eight. The 3. Oldsmobile consistently improved this
generation Ninety-Eight over its six-year run, treating it to yearly updates. Available for the first
time was an electronic digital dash display featuring speed and remaining fuel. For , all
Ninety-Eights received a new grille with flush composite headlamps. It would also be the last
year for the slow-selling 2-door coupe body style. In , a power pull-down trunk lid and an
onboard computer with oil life monitor known as the "Driver Information System" were added to
the options list. For the model year, the Ninety-Eight saw another grille change and the addition
of Twilight Sentinel headlights, optional remote keyless entry, an automatic dimming rearview
mirror which could be turned on and off, and an optional but rarely ordered drivers-side airbag.
By , the eleventh-generation Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight had a new harmonic balancer and
increased horsepower over models. Also in , a PGA edition package for the Regency Brougham
included gold PGA emblems, gold nameplate badging, gold striping, and wire wheels with gold

Oldsmobile rocket emblems. Size comparison between and Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight [24]. A new
performance-oriented Touring Sedan model was introduced in The final generation of the
Oldsmobile Ninety Eight coincided with its 50th anniversary in and had added length, rear
fender skirts , wide tail, low nose, and split-grille with wraparound headlights. Most of this extra
space was added to the rear of the car, resulting in a larger trunk. The final generation
Ninety-Eight was available in two main trim levels: the traditional luxury-oriented Regency
models and the performance-oriented Touring models. The engine choices included normally
aspirated all years and supercharged versions of the 3. To commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the Ninety-Eight, Oldsmobile offered a "50th Anniversary" package in The interior was
trimmed in burl walnut with gold accents. In , a new supercharged V6 engine became available
on the Touring edition. Also that year, a new entry-level Regency trim model was added. On
upper level Regency Elite models, a PGA edition package was offered which included gold PGA
emblems, gold nameplate badging, gold striping, and unique gold accent alloy wheels. In , a
new value priced Special Edition model was added to the lineup and Ninety-Eight received an
improved 3. In , the Touring edition was discontinued but many of the features of that model
became standard or available on Regency Elite including the supercharged engine. Additionally,
the Ninety Eight added standard front passenger-side airbag plus new instrument panel,
steering wheel, and door panel designs. The exterior received a new cross-hatch grille as well
as redesigned head- and side-marker lamps. Each was offered with a high level of standard
equipment and only a short list of extra cost options. Also that year, the standard 3. For , the
Ninety Eight's final year, changes were minimal. The most notable was the removal of the
supercharged engine from the option list. That engine, however, remained available on
Oldsmobile's performance LSS model. The Ninety Eight ended production on May 31, From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Oldsmobile Touring Sedan.
Retrieved Hemmings Motor News. American City Business Journals. Retrieved 20 February
Archived from the original on Ward's Auto World. Ward's Communications, Inc. A division of
General Motors , â€” Category Commons. Categories : Oldsmobile vehicles Full-size vehicles
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cars s cars s cars. Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead
external links from February Articles with permanently dead external links CS1 maint: archived
copy as title Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with
specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically marked weasel-worded
phrases from May All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from May Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size luxury car. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive
â€” Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive â€” South Gate, California , U. Lansing, Michigan
, U. Linden, New Jersey , U. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Kansas City, Kansas , U.
Wilmington, Delaware , U. Atlanta, Georgia , U. Framingham, Massachusetts , U. Arlington,
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related to Oldsmobile Compact station wagon. F Station Wagon. Mid-size station wagon.
Cutlass Station Wagon. Vista Cruiser. Cutlass Cruiser. Jetstar Delmont Dynamic Super Delta
Ninety- Eight. Full-size station wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal luxury. Jetstar I. Muscle car.
Cutlass Calais. Cutlass Ciera. Cutlass Supreme. Eighty Eight. Ninety Eight. The Series 60
"Special" is a full-size car made by Oldsmobile from the through the model years. It was their
entry-level model using the GM "A" body platform, giving Oldsmobile an entry level product
with more standard features that would be optional on Chevrolet and Pontiac vehicles using the
same platform. Initially, the engine size used was the company's flat head 6 cylinder, while
senior models would use the flat head 8 cylinder. For marketing purposes, the Oldsmobile
Series 60, or the Oldsmobile 66, took advantage of the national highway U. Route 66 established
in Naming standards were in flux at Oldsmobile during the late s and s. From through
Oldsmobile had two series: " F " and " L ". The Series F came with a straight-six engine and the
Series L came with a larger body and a straight-eight engine. The Series F was replaced by the
Series 60 in and the Series L was replaced with the Series 70 , with the Series 70 being powered
by the straight-six and the straight-eight respectively. The Series 60 also shared a naming
convention with the more upscale Buick Series 40 , also called the Buick Special as the
entry-level product for Buick. The Series 60 occupied the entry-level position for Oldsmobiles
sold in the United States from through the model years. Naming conventions used by GM since
the 's for all divisions used alphanumeric designations that changed every year. Oldsmobile
starting after the war changed their designations and standardized them so that the first number
signified the chassis platform, while the second number signified how many cylinders. The

Oldsmobiles were available with the "safety automatic transmission". The safety automatic
transmission was semi-automatic , in that it still used a clutch to get the car going and then
shifted automatically. The Hydramatic transmission , a fully clutchless automatic, debuted in the
model year. In four body styles were available: a business coupe with no rear seat, a club coupe
with two rear fold-away jump seats, a two-door sedan with a full rear seat and a four-door sedan
which shared its roofline with the two-door sedan. In , the even larger C-body was introduced to
Oldsmobile and it alone was powered by the straight-eight. In order to differentiate it from the
previous year's Series 80 it was named the Series 90 there was no Series 80 that year. The
series were also given names for the first time that year with the Series 60, 70, and 90 being
called the Special, Dynamic, and Custom Cruiser respectively. Two body styles were added to
the model line up in a two-door convertible and a four-door station wagon. In addition, a full rear
seat was added to the club coupe , although it still did not share the roofline of the somewhat
roomier two-door sedan. A deluxe equipment package was also new that year. In both engines
were offered on each Oldsmobile series so to differentiate between the two the second digit was
used to denote the number of cylinders, so the Special 60 was replaced with the Special 66 and
68'. Both options could be paired with either engine choice. Because of the column shift and
new wider runningboard-less "torpedo" styling three passengers could now be accommodated
comfortably in front. It used full instrumentation. In the lineup consisted of a three-passenger
two-door business coupe without a rear seat, a six-passenger two-door club coupe with a rear
seat, a two-door sedan, a four-door "bustle back" sedan which shared its roof line with the
two-door sedan, a four-door eight-passenger wood-bodied station wagon and a three-passenger
two-door convertible. Except for the convertible and station wagon, all were available in either
standard or deluxe trim. In Oldsmobile stayed with its Special 60 series on the bottom of a three
series format. As with all automakers production was halted early in the year due to the war,
both a six- or eight-cylinder motor could be ordered. Now extremely rare, both a convertible and
a station wagon were available. A new body style was a six-passenger two-door club sedan
fastback. Production was delayed from until due to manufacturing efforts being devoted to
World War II defense production. Before production was interrupted, to celebrate the company's
44th anniversary at the time, all Oldsmobiles were installed with a small badge on the grille with
"B44" attached. This was not a model designation. In the Special 60 series was again
Oldsmobile's lowest priced group of cars. Special 60s had only six-cylinder power, although the
eight-cylinder was offered in other years. The business coupe and the two-door sedan were
discontinued. Interiors were a tan mixture pattern cloth. Standard tire size was 6. Leather
interiors were offered on convertibles. Technical features included electro-hardened aluminum
pistons, full-pressure lubrication and automatic choke with fast idle mode. In , dual windshield
wipers were standard. In more models were offered on the low-priced Special 60 series than the
other two Oldsmobile series. The eight-cylinder engine returned to the Special 60 series and
there were again 66 and 68 versions of each body style offered. Standard equipment included:
safety glass, spare wheel and tire, dual horns, vacuum booster pump and cigarette lighter. The
standard interior fabric was tan mixture cloth. Horsepower grew to for the six and for the eight.
The 66 and 68 were renamed the Dynamic 66 and 68 in The Dynamic 60 series were the smallest
Oldsmobiles available and offered the greatest variety or body styles. Both six-cylinder and
eight-cylinder engines were available and were designated 66 and Standard 60 Series
equipment included: dual horns, dual sun visors and a cigarette lighter. The deluxe equipment
package added foam rubber seat cushions, deluxe steering wheel, deluxe instrument cluster,
clock and chrome wheel trim rings. Standard tires were 6. Upholstery was Bedford cord or
broadcloth. A limited amount were put through production in , but only five exist today. The
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